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The provider you trust.

PrEP at St. Luke’s

Get started today, call 484-503-8008  
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Editor’s Note

Contact us at lvgayjournal@gmail.com, or 
Gaugler-Libby, LLC 
PO Box 421
Stockertown, PA 18083
thegayjournal.net

The opinions and views expressed by our contributors are not necessarily 
that of The Gay Journal, Gaugler-Libby, LLC or our advertisers.  
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Jason Sizemore is the owner of Butterhead Kitchen, a vegan cooking 
class & small batch vegan products business. Check out our ad 
in this issue for more info.  He also teaches Mindfulness to kids & 
adults in the Lehigh Valley, where he lives with his ever supportive 
husband William, & their rescue dog Alfie,  aka ‘Butterhead’. 

Tim Helton is a Dayton, Ohio transplant to the Lehigh Valley who loves 
DC Comics, being nosey on social media, candy, and aspires to be in a 
throuple with Henry Cavill and Janet Jackson.  (Fingers crossed) Make 
him instafamous @timhelton and don’t forget to follow @lvgayjournal 

Jonathan Fleming graduated from Muhlenberg College in 2020 with a 
degree in Theatre & Communications. He lives in Manhattan, working full-
time as a digital marketer and part-time coffee connoisseur. @jontfleming

David Sommers is a resident artist at the banana factory and a full-time 
teacher. Besides oil painting David‘s interests are in travel and volunteer 
service abroad.   

Earl David Ball of Buffalo and later Greenwich Village, lost his sweetheart 
and fellow activist husband of 45 years, Timothy George Hare July 4, 2020. 
He continues to enjoy their eccentric restored 1871 home and '69 Lincoln 
Continental in downtown Easton. A retired UCC church pastor and hospital 
Chaplaincy Director, he now is a humanist as well as  professional accordionist 
who enjoys gigging throughout PA and NJ, has many supportive friends and 
remains a very active 75 year old  party animal.

Stephen Libby
Editor-in-Chief

Welcome to our Winter/Holiday issue with photographer, 
model, animal activist and super sexy coverboy Mike Ruiz. 
Also in this issue Liz Bradbury introduces us to the new 

Women’s Quarters and Corinne Goodwin 
helps us Make Sense of Anti-LGBT 

Legislation. We feature some of the 
established and brand-spanking new 
groups in the Lehigh Valley. Brad Scott 
Smith introduces us to Danny Blu 
while we shine a spotlight on Jeff Hiller 

from HBO’s Somebody Someplace, 
Hairspray’s Nina West, Book of Mormon’s 

S a m Nackman and Eureka O’Hara, BOB the Drag 
Queen & Shangela from the Emmy winning We’re Here!  
Local Icon Earl David Ball share memories of love, activism, 
accordions and sunbathing with the boys at CampOut. 
Activist David Moyer shares memories of being a go-go 
boy, love in the trenches and how gays hooked up back in 
the 1960’s. Artist Dave Sommers offers a non-binary lens  
for imaging and imagining Jesus. Writer/Director/Producer 
Matt Carter discusses his new rugby love story, In From the 
Side. Non-binary musician Mothé introduces us to the new 
video Photo booth.  Jason Sizemore offers some winter 
recipes from Butterhead Kitchen.  Iconic out comedian Judy 
Gold talks about her family, inspiring others and Hanukkah. 
Lehigh students Yasmin Dasilva & Chloe Lecy offer another 
chapter from our local history, remembering Allentown’s 
Anti-Discrimination Ordinance Amendment.  And, of course 
Brian Wendt has the last word with, It’s Beginning to Look A 
Lot Like the Apocalypse Everywhere I Go. 
Thank you to all of our contributors. And, to Jonathan 
Fleming for his fantastic graphic design skills.  To Carley 
Kuehner for our website, Tim Helton for insta account, Scott 
Laubner, Mark Stanziola, Corinne Goodwin, Brad Scott 
Smith & Jay Arch for helping distribute The Gay Journal.  A 
heartfelt  thank you to our advertisers! 
As I am writing this, we are 8 days from the mid-term elections. 
This is a scary time in American history. Most pundits are 
predicting a red wave. Don’t Say Gay, legislation accusing 
parents of trans kids of abuse, violence at drag queen story 
time, armed intimidators at ballot boxes, banning books, 
denying elections, religion as government and alternative 
facts CAN NOT become the norm. We must join together 
and fight against the uneducated and unqualified that are 
espousing unacceptable actions to further their hate-filled 
agenda. 
I wish you all the coziest of holiday seasons. Share the 
warmth.

Love & Support Each Other,
Stephen Libby, Editor-in-Chief
lvgayjournal@gmail.com

Corinne Goodwin serves as the Webmaster and social coordinator for 
Lehigh Valley Transgender Renaissance, a support group for transgender 
individuals that serves the Lehigh Valley and surrounding counties. After 
serving in executive capacities for Fortune 50 companies she started her own 
consulting firm in 2010. If you see her out and about be sure to say hello! 

When Gary Gaugler, Jr isn’t saving the world at his office job, he 
enjoys writing his book series and playing video games.  His passions 
include cats, shenanigans, and weekend cocktails (though perhaps 
not in that order).  He resides in Allentown with his husband, Steve.

Carley Kuehner is a professional entrepreneur who owns a successful 
national digital marketing agency Cosmick Technologies. Carley graduated 
at East Stroudsburg University with a degree in Computer Science. 
In Carley’s free time you can expect to see her enjoying life on the lake 
where she retreats to her secondary tiny home in the Pocono Mountains.

Liz Bradbury is the Director of the Training Institute of the Bradbury-
Sullivan LGBT Community Center and has been an activist since she 
ran an LGBT committee in grad school in 1979. She’s written over 400 
published articles on LGBT issues, and is the national award winning 
author of the lesbian detective novels: The Maggie Gale Mysteries.

Yasmin Dasilva is a graduate student in Lehigh University's English 
department, pursuing their Ph.D. with a research interest in genre fiction. 
Outside academia, they enjoy watching bad horror movies with their cat, 
Grim.

Chloe Lecy is a master's student in Lehigh University's English department 
with research interests in public humanities, and gender and sexuality 
studies. Chloe can be found baking desserts or going on road trips with 
her partner.

Brian Wendt is a resident of Bethlehem. He is active in local theater and 
enjoys spending time with his partner and two dogs and no one else.



EXPERIENCE DOWNTOWN ALLENTOWN

12 N. 7th St. Allentown, PA 18101

484-273-4000

renaissanceallentown.com

The Renaissance Hotel is for the curious, the adventurous, and
those who see every journey as a chance to be inspired by the

unexpected. Renaissance Hotels are eclectic, yet tied together by a
brand design strategy, guest experience, and signature services as

well as an emphasis on guest entertainment and food and
beverage. 

Contact us to book your next meeting or event today!



G uess why the US Post Office 
produces so many interesting 
designs on stamps… It’s not just 

to commemorate stuff…It’s because it 
makes the Post Office money. People 
collect stamps because they’re beautiful 
and created in limited editions. Folks 
even frame them. Stamps have been 
making the Post Office money ever since 
the 1890s. Last year, the Post Office 
made 50 million dollars from people 
buying and collecting new stamps! 
     So, the US Mint decided to jump 
on the Post Office’s bandwagon with 
the issuance of the limited edition US 
State Quarters in 1998. And people did 
collect them! Folks tried to get full sets 
of 50. Collectors saved, and traded, and 
socked them away in jars. The US State 
Quarters made the mint a mint! So far 
the US State quarters have banked the 
P.O. profits of $3 billion buckaroos. Who 
knew!?!
     After the America the Beautiful 
Quarter Series focusing on U.S. Parks 
that ran from 2010 to 2020, and didn’t 
make as many Benjamins — now there’s 
a new series:  
     The American Women Quarters! 
And they are sooooo cool. Diverse 
women are being honored in the first 
two years, and possibly more years if 
people collect them. So please, please, 
do collect them!!! Not only are these 

women diverse regarding race, 

ethnic origin, economic class, historic 
period, and with regard to their varied 
and very important contributions to 
American history, culture, and progress - 
especially progress for women in society, 
but they are also diverse in their SEXUAL 
ORIENTATIONS!!! Yes, really! 
Check ‘em out — The 2022 American 
Women Quarter releases: 
     Maya Angelou (1928-2014) Poet, 
Civil Rights activist, and scholar. Maya 
Angelou wrote more than 30 books. 
Her poem “On the Pulse of Morning”, 
that she recited at the inauguration of 
Pres. Clinton, calls for peace, racial and 
religious harmony, and social justice for 
people of different origins, incomes, 
genders, and sexual orientations. It won 
a Grammy. Her poem “Just Give me 
a Drink of Water ‘fore I Diiie” (1971), 
was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. She 
was awarded the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom in 2011.
     Her 1969 memoir, ‘I Know Why 
the Caged Bird Sings’, was the first 
non-fiction best-seller by an African-
American woman. Translated into 
numerous languages, it has sold over 
a million copies. Among her many jobs 
before becoming a writer, she was a 
sex worker, and also as a madam for a 
Lesbian couple. She was never negative 
about this.
     “I am Gay,” Maya Angelou told a 
gathering of a 4,000 predominantly 

LGBT people celebrating gay and 
lesbian choruses at the GALA Festival 
in 1996. She continued: “I am Lesbian. 
I am black. I am white. I am Native 
American. I am Christian. I am Jewish. I 
am Muslim,” she said to invite everyone 
to embrace our shared humanity. 
     Sally Ride (1951 – 2012) NASA 
Astronaut, Physicist, First American 
Woman in Space, Lesbian, college 
professor, first and so far only confirmed 
LGBTQ person in space. Nationally 
ranked tennis player, coached by Billie 
Jean King. Attended Swarthmore 
College, UCLA and Stanford University. 
Astrophysics and free electron lasers 
were her specific areas of study. After 
NASA, she set up the “Sally Ride 
Science”, which supports students, 
especially girl students, studying STEM.
     Ride had not been closeted to friends 
and family, just very private and a bit 
concerned that her STEM programs for 
girls would be negatively influenced 
if she was widely out. However, she 
decided just before her death from 
cancer (at 61), to reveal that was in a 27 
year Lesbian relationship with college 
professor and science writer, Tam 
O’Shaughnessy.  
     President Obama posthumously 
honored Ride with the Presidential 
Medal of Freedom (2013), presenting 
it to Tam O’Shaughnessy (with the full 
support of Ride’s family), acknowledging 

The American Women 
Quarters?

You need to save these quarters.
Here's why . . .

Yep! They're Including Us!!!

Article and art by Liz Bradbury

Maya Angelou Anna May Wong Sally Ride

Nina Otero Warren Wilma Mankiller
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that O’Shaughnessy and Ride had been 
committed life partners.
     Wilma Mankiller (1945 – 2010) 
was born into the Cherokee Nation 
in 1945 in Oklahoma. She dedicated 
her life fighting for Native American 
and women’s rights. The last name 
“Mankiller,” Asgaya-dihi in the Cherokee 
language, indicates a traditional 
Cherokee military rank, like a captain or 
major. In 1969, Mankiller joined a group 
of Native Americans who took over and 
held the federal penitentiary on Alcatraz 
Island for 19 months to call attention 
to injustices experienced by Native 
Americans.
     In the 1970s, Mankiller worked to 
empower indigenous communities 
by restoring pride in Native heritage 
education and working for tribal 
sovereignty and treaty rights. In 1983 she 
became deputy chief of the Cherokee 
Nation. In1985, she was 
elected Principal Chief, 
serving for 3 terms. She 
was the first woman elected 
Chief of a major Native 
American tribe.
     As Chief, Mankiller 
tripled the tribe’s 
enrollment, doubled 
employment, and was 
a major proponent in 
launching housing, health 
centers, and children’s 
programs in Oklahoma. 
Under her leadership, infant 
mortality declined, and 
educational achievement 
rose in the Cherokee Nation. 
Mankiller received the Presidential 
Medal of Freedom from President 
Clinton, in 1998. She died in 2010 at 64, 
from pancreatic cancer.
     Adelina “Nina” Otero Warren (1881 
to 1968) Suffragist, education advocate, 
political strategist, and Nina Ortero 
Warren was one of New Mexico‘s first 
woman government officials - as Santa 
Fe’s superintendent of education, where 
she advocated for culturally sensitive 
educational programs. Otero Warren 
was the first Latine woman to run for US 
Congress. She spoke Spanish fluently. 
     She worked in the NYC Settlement 
House movement with many Lesbian 
activists. She organized major suffrage 
efforts in New Mexico, which successfully 
caused NM to ratify the Constitutional 
rights of women to vote in 1920. Alice 
Paul asked her to become the Vice 
President of the Suffrage Congressional 
Union Advisory Council. She married 
a man named Warren, but divorced in 
less than 2 years, calling herself a widow 

from then on. She fell in love in 1922 
with Mamie Meadors, living with her for 
29 years until Meadors’ death in 1951. 
They called their home, their real estate 
company, and themselves, “Las Dos.”   
     Anna May Wong (1905 – 1961) Was 
the 1st Chinese American Hollywood 
movie star and the first Chinese 
American actress to gain international 
fame. Wong’s career spanned silent film, 
sound film, television, stage, and radio. 
She was the 1st ever Asian American 
starring in their own U.S. television 
show. She dropped out of HS at 16 to 
pursue full-time acting, beginning as an 
extra in silent films. In both silent and 
speaking films and stage roles she was 
acknowledged as a brilliant actress.   
     She was limited by American anti-
miscegenation laws which cast white 
actors in “yellow face” - but kept her 
as an Asian person from a leading role 

requiring a relationship between her 
and a white person, or a white person 
playing an Asian character. She was also 
pigeon-holed in 2 dimensional roles 
as either a “China Doll” or a “Dragon 
Lady”. She spoke out against these 
racist policies, publicly. A top fashion 
icon in the 1920s she was voted “world’s 
best dressed woman” by the NY Mayfair 
Mannequin Society. She spent 1936 
touring China directing a 
documentary about visiting her 
ancestral village. During World 
War II, she devoted time and 
money to help the Chinese 
cause against Japan.
     Her longtime friendships 
with Queer women, including 
Marlene Dietrich and Cecil 
Cunningham, and her choice 
to never marry a man, led to 
Lesbian rumors which she 
never denied. Personal photos 
of Wong and Dietrich together 
also fueled the assumption 

that they were in a relationship. Wong 
died suddenly of a heart attack in 1961.
     The Quarters sport George 
Washington on the other side, and yes, 
he was a slave owner…but at least this 
new profile is by a woman artist. Also a 
first for US coins.
     So far, Trish and I have collected a 
Maya Angelou, a couple of Sally Rides, 
and several Wilma Mankillers! I really 
want the other two…Anna May Wong 
was fascinating and I happen to really 
have a “pash” for Nina Otero Warren 
— what a “looker” this brilliant activist 
woman was! We might not have the vote 
were it not for her!   
And the next 5 women to be honored in 
2023 will be: 
Bessie Coleman – first African American 
and first Native American woman pilot. 
Edith Kanaka'ole – indigenous Hawaiian 
composer, custodian of native culture 

and traditions.
Eleanor Roosevelt – first 
lady, author, and civil 
liberties advocate. 
Jovita Idar – Mexican-
American journalist, activist, 
teacher, and suffragist. 
Maria Tallchief – America’s 
first prima ballerina.
Some of these women 
were part of the LGBTQ+ 
community, too!!! 
 If you get any of these 
quarters, please save them! 
I will gladly trade you a 
different quarter for each of 
them. Better yet, give them 

to young, aspiring scientists, 
activists, actors, and writers - especially 
girls. You can go to the US Mint website 
and order sealed proof sets for holiday 
gifts. Let the US Mint know that the 
world wants to celebrate women, 
including Queer women, not just military 
figures and slave owners! COLLECT ALL 
5!!!   

2023 Set of Quarters

2022 Set of Quarters
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60+ LIVING IN EMMAUS, PA

Come to our Open House!
From 10:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m. on the SECOND TUESDAY 
OF EVERY MONTH, we host an open house so you can 
explore all the choices Chestnut Ridge will offer.  
Call to RSVP today!

Construction is Underway!Picture yourself enjoying the lifestyle you’ve been waiting for in a 
brand-new 60+ community rich with opportunities for adventure. 
Replace chores with happy hours, relaxing at the indoor pool or hiking 
picturesque trails—it’s all up to you. What’s on your list?

OPENING SUMMER 2023—LIMITED AVAILABILITY!

rake leaves
clean gutters
 hike on South Mountain!

610-686-9397  |  Chestnutridge.org

WELLNESS-FOCUSED LIVING  |  UPSCALE APARTMENTS  |  STATE-OF-THE-ART AMENITIES



VISIT US ONLINE AT WINDCREEKEVENTCENTER.COM FOR A FULL LIST OF UPCOMING EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

ALTON BROWN LIVE
NOVEMBER 26

THE BEACH BOYS
NOVEMBER 30

BEE GEES GOLD
DECEMBER 1

A BOY BAND CHRISTMAS
DECEMBER 11

DANCING WITH THE STARS
JANUARY 8

AIR SUPPLY
FEBRUARY 24



T he headlines for our 
Community are challenging 
right now.  Across the 

nation, trans-affirming healthcare 
is under attack, demands are 
being made to disband LGBTQ-
affirming clubs in schools, and 
libraries are being defunded 
for having books with LGBTQ 
themes in their collections.  In 
Pennsylvania, organizers have 
had to cancel LGBTQ events 
due to threats.  And locally, 
groups are attacking the “You 
Belong” campaign that simply 
expresses the ideals of inclusion 
and respect and are demanding 
that schools discriminate against 
transgender and other queer 
students.
 In Harrisburg there is a raft of 
anti-LGBTQ legislation making 
its way through the House and 
Senate.  These bills include:
•  SB 1191 – Or the so-

called “Protecting 
Women’s Sports 
Act.”  Currently under 
consideration in the 
Senate Education 
Committee, this 
bill would ban all 
transgender girls 
from participating 
in school sponsored 
sports activities from 
kindergarten all the 
way through college.

•  SB 1277 – For lack of 
a better term, this bill 
is a book ban.  The 
so-called “Parental 
Control of Student 
Exposure to Sexually 
Explicit Content in 
Schools Act.”  would 

require that all “sexually 
explicit” materials to be 
banned from schools.  It also 
requires that schools create 
mechanisms for parents to be 
informed of and approve if 
all educational materials. This 
bill and the one listed below 
have already passed the State 
Senate and are now up for 
consideration in the House.

•  SB 1278 – Is Pennsylvania’s 
version of the “Don’t Say Gay 
Bill.”  Unfortunately, the so-
called “Empowering Families 
in Education Act” makes 
the Florida law look weak. 
It would effectively require 
any school employee to out 
their children to their parents 
without the kid’s permission.  
It would also forbid any 
instruction around gender or 
sexual topics through grade 

5 and says that all instruction 
must be “age appropriate” 
and “neutral” thereafter.  
There is also companion 
bill (HB 2813) that has been 
introduced in the House.

• Finally, there is the 
“Prohibiting Pediatric 
Gender Transition Surgeries 
Act” which the Republican 
candidate for Governor, 
Senator Mastriano, is currently 
circulating among his 
colleagues before formally 
introducing it.  It would ban 
all gender-affirming surgeries 
for minors – even though 
surgeries for people under 
the age of 16 are exceedingly 
rare and only undertaken 
with the permission of their 
parents and after a thorough 
evaluation by trained 
therapists and doctors.

Common 
Characteristics
All of these bills have 
common characteristics 
including a lack of 
definition with regard to 
terms and excessively 
vague language.  The 
three active bills also all 
include a right to private 
action.  In other words, 
they would allow anyone 
to sue a school district for 
damages if that person 
thinks that the law has 
been violated.  
These initiatives also focus 
on problems that do not 
exist in any significant 
form.  They take control 
over our children’s’ 
education or medical care 

Making Sense of Anti-LGBTQ Legislation
by Corinne Goodwin

SB 1277 What You Need To Know 
Understanding the so-called Parental Control of Student 

Exposure to Sexually Explicit Content In Schools Act

This legislation would supersede the authority of professional educators
Librarians, media specialists, and school administrators are trained to make 
informed decisions about educational materials based on approved or established 
practices.  They are the most qualified to make decisions about appropriateness.

This legislation would impose unreasonable burdens on schools 
The results would be extreme self-censorship, as schools may alter their 
instructional materials or library collections in order to avoid violating this 
proposed law. 

This legislation includes a broad and vague definition of “sexually explicit content” 
This will result in extremes censorship including many materials that would 
normally not be considered offensive.  This could include books like The Bible, Of 
Mice , To Kill a Mockingbird and The Diary of Anne Frank.

This legislation is intended to target an already vulnerable population
Senator Mastriano stated “The schools should be educating not indoctrinating, 
and it should not be used as a place to groom kids… This is a form of child abuse 
that needs to end.” This is coded language that targets LGBTQ youth.

This legislation is duplicative and unnecessary 
22 Pa. Code § 4.4 requires schools have a process for parents get information 
about curriculum and instructional materials along with a right to have their 
children excused from instruction that conflicts with their religious beliefs.

This legislation violates Federal law
The US Department of Education has reaffirmed that discrimination based on 
gender identity and sexual orientation unlawful. This proposed law, which would 
single out and target LGBTQ youth, would clearly violate the federal law
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and place it firmly in the hands 
of novices.  They are designed to 
scare educators and doctors away 
from having conversations that 
would support LGBTQ youth.  
And, most of all, these bills are 
designed to do one thing and 
one thing only – to pander to 
and activate a subset of extreme 
voters and political donors.  
The Time for Action is Now
The question I have for you is 
what are you doing about these 
issues?  
I know that protesting or going to 
school board meetings, lobbying 
legislators, and going to protests 
is not in everyone’s capability.  
But there are things you can do 
- even if you are shy, stealth, or 
stone broke. 
It Starts with Voting
Are you registered?  Do you have 
a plan for voting?  And do you 
vet candidates based on their 
record of support for LGBTQ 
folk?  This Fall’s election is critical.  
It is critical to the survival of 

transgender kids.  It is critical to 
your and my right to marry, to 
walk the streets, to be educated, 
and to work.
More Simple and Easy 
Things
There are other things you can do 
– right from the comfort of your 
living room.  These include:
-Investing time to comment on 
key government rules that would 
impact LGBTQ people – recently, 
the federal government was 
seeking comment on rules that 
would prohibit discrimination in 
both education and healthcare.
-Send an email to your state 
representatives stating that you 
want them to vote against these 
bills.
-Send an email to your school 
district representatives stating 
that you want them to support 
LGBTQ inclusion in the schools
-Donate some LGBTQ-affirming 
books to a local library
-Attend virtual education 
programs (or watch recording 

of them on YouTube).  There 
are many organizations – 
including Eastern PA Trans Equity 
Project – that offer educational 
opportunities where you can 
learn about the issues.
-Fly a Pride flag in your front yard.
-Support LGBTQ-owned 
businesses 
-Or contribute financially to 
an organization that is doing 
advocacy or legal work on behalf 
of LGBTQ folk. The ACLU, 
Lambda Legal, Human Rights 
Campaign, and the Pennsylvania 
Youth Congress are some 
examples. 
Get Off the Sidelines
The bottom line is that if we 
are going to ensure we make 
progress in terms of LGBTQ 
rights and if we are to protect 
LGBTQ kids, we all need to do 
our part.  We can do it if we all 
pull together in meaningful ways.  
Will you join me?

“Protecting Women’s Sports Act”
- SB 1191 What You Need To Know -

It Is A Solution In Search Of A Problem
Legislators have been unable to point to a single instance in the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania where a transgender K-12 student athlete is dominating their sport.

Transgender Athletic Policies Already Exist
Pennsylvania schools and colleges in partnership with the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic 
Association (PIAA) and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) have successfully 
ensured safe and equitable competition since 2014 and 2011 respectively.

The Bill Ignores The Reason Interscholastic Sports Exist
Studies show that school sports create a sense of community while building the leadership, 
respect, and confidence that students need to become better and more productive members 
of society.  This Bill would deny these opportunities to transgender young people.

If Passed, The Bill Would Result In Negative Impacts on Vulnerable Youth

If Passed, The Bill Would Likely Be Ruled Unconstitutional
Similar laws in other states have been ruled as unconstitutional by conservative Judges under 
the equal protection clause of the US Constitution.  Additionally, the Supreme Court has ruled 
that Transgender people are protected under the terms of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Bostock 
v Clayton County).  

If Passed, The Bill Would Harm All Women and Girls
If the Bill were to pass, any girl who is taller, stronger or more capable could be accused of 
being transgender.  They could then be subject to traumatic physical examinations that would 
violate their privacy and their bodily autonomy.

A 2020 peer-reviewed study* found that trans and nonbinary youth who have experienced 
discrimination based on their gender identity are twice as likely to attempt suicide as their 
peers.  This bill only further stigmatizes an already vulnerable population.

* Trevor Project’s 2022 National Survey on LGBTQ Youth Mental Health

SB 1278 What You Need To Know 
Understanding the so-called 

Empowering Families in Education Act

This legislation would put LGBTQ students in danger
If passed, the bill would require all teachers and staff to inform a child’s 
parents of any student’s disclosure of their LGBTQ status.  According to the 
Journal of Adolescent Health up to 40% of all homeless youth are LGBTQ and 
they are largely homeless due to a lack of acceptance from family members.

This legislation would encourage vigilantism
If passed any parent or guardian may sue a school district for financial 
damages if they feel their child has been exposed to objectionable 
instruction or conversations related to sexual orientation or gender identity.  

This legislation imposes a religious test
The bill states that schools must use a “framework applicable to religious 
beliefs in public schools” and must remain neutral with regard to discussing 
sexual orientation and gender identity.  That means that any discussion of 
these issues could be censored. 

This legislation is purposely vague.
The bill fails to adequately define terms like “instruction” or “neutrality.” 
The result will be that teachers and staff will avoid any and all discussion or 
portrayal of sexual orientation or gender diversity – even including 
mentioning their same-sex partners or transgender family members if asked 
about them by students. 

This legislation likely violates Federal law
The stated purpose of this bill is to eliminate any and all positive discussion 
about LGBTQ+ identities.  Based on guidance from the US Department of 
Education, if passed this bill would clearly violate Title IX.
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Eastern PA Trans Equity Project
With a mission of empowering transgender people while building 
community and advocating for social justice, Eastern PA Trans Equity 
Project (EPTEP) is dedicated to providing transgender and gender-

expansive people with the tools they need to thrive.  Programs 
include: 
• Supportive Services: support groups, online communities, 

mentoring, resource guides
• Legal Name Change Assistance: mentoring, court documents, 

financial aid
• Scholarships: college, trade school, trans conferences, summer 

camps
• Mutual Aid Assistance: food, clothing, rent, medications
• Education and Advocacy: Trans-Topics workshops, corporate, 

education and government training 
Website: www.PATransEquity.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PATransEquity
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/patransequity/  

Metropolitan Community Church of the Lehigh 
Valley is a radically inclusive faith community boldly living 
out the message of God’s love for all people. The community 
worships Sunday mornings at 11:30am. Since it was founded 
in 1984, MCCLV has always warmly welcomed the lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender community. In fact, a majority of people 
who attend MCCLV identify as LGBT. Heterosexual allies are also 
warmly welcome at MCCLV. The church’s purpose is to worship and 
serve God through acts of justice and compassion. MCCLV offers 
outreach to the Lehigh Valley through its dynamic music ministry and 

LGBTQ+ LGBTQ+ Groups in the  Lehigh ValleyLehigh Valley
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W hen people say, "there's nothing gay to do in the Lehigh 
Valley",  I want to ______ them in the _______.  But I 
don't. Over 8 years and 30 issues we have featured many 

LGBT groups and businesses. Here's a reminder of some of them! 
Get your ______ out there and check them out!

The groups at Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community 
Center bring people together to share, celebrate, and build 
community. While some groups focus on specific LGBTQ+ 
identities, others are fun spaces for bonding over games, crafts, 
and literature. Programs like Breathe - Queer Spirituality Support 
Group, Bereavement Support Group, and Parents of Trans Kids 
provide resources and support to those who are navigating these 
experiences.

A Space for Aces - Meets virtually every third Wednesday of the 
month from 7:00-8:30 pm
Art History from a Queer Perspective - A series of 4 classes 
offered each Spring and Winter, meeting from 6:00-8:00 pm
Bereavement Support Group - Meets virtually every fourth Tuesday 
of the month from 5:00-6:30 pm
Breathe - Meets every first Tuesday of the month from 7:00-8:30 pm
Bisexual, Pansexual, Queer Community Group - Meets every first 
Wednesday of the month from 7:00-8:30 pm
Gayme Night - Meets every third Wednesday of the month from 
5:00-8:00 pm
Lehigh Valley Lesbians - Meets every fourth Tuesday of the month 
from 7:00-8:30 pm
Parents of Trans Kids - Meets virtually every second and fourth 
Wednesday of the month from 6:00-7:30 pm
Prism - Meets virtually every third Tuesday of the month from 6:00-
7:30 pm
Queer Novel Reading Group - Meets every second Tuesday of the 
month from 6:30-8:00 pm
Queer Poetry Reading Group - Meets every third Tuesday of the 
month from 6:30-8:00 pm
Queer Threads - Meets every second Wednesday of the month 
from 6:30-8:00 pm
The Shadez Collective -  Meets every third Tuesday of the month 
from 7:00-8:30 pm
Transfeminine Group - Meets every fourth Wednesday of the 
month from 6:30-8:00 pm
Transmasculine Group - Meets every first Wednesday of the month 
from 6:30-8:00 pm
For more information about finding community through programs 
like these, visit https://www.bradburysullivancenter.org/events or 
contact Robin@BradburySullivanCenter.org



the church provides regular service opportunities with the homeless 
and marginalized. There are social justice advocacy events as well as 
fellowship activities to meet others. Multiple spiritual growth classes 
are offered every week. 
 
Worship Location: 1401 Greenview Drive, Bethlehem, PA 18018 
Website: www.mcclv.org 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MCCLehigh 
YouTube: www.youtube.com/MCCLehighValley 
Email: RevBethGoudy@mcclv.info

Lehigh Valley Transgender Renaissance
Safe social and support groups for transgender, nonbinary, and 
gender-diverse people and their family members.  We offer in-
person and virtual group meetings, holiday parties, summer picnics 
and more.  Detailed list of local trans-affirming services, physicians, 
therapists and other resources is available at www.RenaissanceLV.org.

OUT in the Valley
It all started with a “Hey, let’s have a party to kick off Pride 
Weekend”. A couple of drag queens and a Bluetooth speaker 
were just enough to get the grumpy West End neighbor to call the 
Allentown Police. The officers seemed to get a chuckle out of it 
all, when they walked in during the drag performance, and quickly 

realized we were not a menace to society! However, it was enough 
to convince us, we better find a different venue. That’s when we 
decided, “hey, what if we opened it up to the public, and asked a 
few sponsors for donations to help defray some of the costs of the 
entertainment and DJ?”. And this was how our first Pre-Pride Party 
got kicked off at The Allentown Market. We had hoped we get 40 
or so people to show up to fill the space, but when we had over a 
hundred and twenty, is when we realized how hungry our LGBTQ 
community was for more and different entertainment, since most 
of the Valley’s LGBT bars had closed. We decided then to dive in 

headfirst, get incorporated as a nonprofit, and offer about three or
four events throughout the year. We try to make them all a little 
different, and at different venues around the Lehigh Valley. They 
range from Fall Festival type atmosphere at a brewery to a full-on 
dance party at a nightclub. Our biggest event has turned out to be 
The Winter Eleganza. A place where our community members could 
express themselves, and be who they want to be, by walking the 
runway, in one of 4 categories. It was a huge success with over 250
attendees in a beautiful, historic ballroom! With each event, we learn 
and grow. We look forward to continuing to provide a safe place for
for our LGBTQ community, to get out and socialize, and be who 
they want to be! Please come out and support our events. For future 
event details, follow us on Instagram and Facebook @OutintheValley. 
OutintheValley2021@gmail.com

Melissa Cruz, Eric Leadbetter, Christopher Mesch, Jason Navillia, and 
Chris Troxell

"Test Your Metal Fitness & Performance"
Home of CrossFit Advanced in Easton, PA has been offering a free 
class to LGBTQ+ Friends & Allies on the first Monday of each month 
at 7pm!  Come join the fun!  Bring a friend!

Kickball
I loved kickball as a kid and wanted to revisit it as an adult, if 
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Theatre514

610 433 8903
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Double Your Holiday Cheer At Civic

only to see if I could break a hip or something else I might need as 
I entered my mid-50's. At the strong encouragement of a friend, we 
reached out to the community and found that, by God (see Jesus 
article, p 26) a few dozen others also wanted to catch and pitch balls. 
-Steve Libby, editor-in-chief.  

Drag Queen Story Time
I started doing drag queen story time in 2019.  The purpose is to 
read to entertain and promote reading. All of the books chosen teach 
a lesson, mostly anti bullying, or that everyone is different and that is 
ok. My friends Derrick and Warren Clark, owners of Domaci, asked if 
I could do a story time at their store in southside Bethlehem. During 
the hour-long program I will read 4-6 books, sing along with the 
children, and to end the event take photos with the kids and send 
everyone home with a coloring sheet for later. It was great to see so 
many little ones there! Unfortunately, some people were upset by us 
hosting this event and we were met with protesting outside of the 
store. You can't please everyone. We had an amazing first DQSH and 
have held events at Plants + Vintage (Bethlehem), Doylestown Pride 
and most recently Book & Puppet Co (Easton)  Some of the stories 
that I have read are The Lorax by Dr. Suess, My Houseplants Whisper 
Wisdom & Sunny A Story of Life and Love by Tassiia Schreiner, Not 
Quite Narwhal by Jessie Sima.- Eileen O'Brennen
fb: Eileen O'Brennan
ig: @eileenthepaqueen
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Tap’d Tuesdays Rich Naugle & Matt Ryan
Do you like trying craft beer from a variety of brewers? Do you enjoy a supportive and social environment? Are you tired of 

drinking only Wednesday through Monday? Husbands Rich & Matt have the perfect gathering for you!

Stephen Libby: How did Tap Tuesday come to be? What is the goal of the group? Who were the key players?
Rich Naugle: Matt and I frequent a brewery, McCall Collective, in Allentown since their opening in 2020. Over that time, we’ve 
gotten to know and become friends with the owners, brewers, and staff.  The brewer, Matt McCall, told us he used to brew 
at Coney Island Brewing in NYC and was introduced to a Gay Craft Beer Lovers group who would meet monthly at various 
craft breweries in and around NYC. After the Stonewall bar in Allentown closed, Matt McCall and Sarah Peters, from McCall 
Collective, approached Matt and I about starting a craft beer group in the Lehigh Valley that was similar to the one Matt 
McCall dealt with in NYC. We loved the idea, and in July of 2021, we held our first event at McCall, which attracted about 40 
people. The Facebook group now has over 300 members and we have many regulars to our events.  
SL: How do you pick the venues? How often do you meet? How many people on average attend?
RN: We meet once a month, typically the third Tuesday. Most places are happy to host, as Tuesdays can usually be a slower 
night. Matt and I are avid craft brewery supporters, so we simply pick places around the valley we have been to, which is just 
about all of them. With so many breweries in the valley, it takes a while to circle back around to a specific one, but we try to be 
as fair as possible. After picking up some steam, we’ve actually had breweries reach out to us to host our group. Most events 
are drawing about 40-50 people. The first few were hit-or-miss, but I would say January of 2022 was the turning point and we 
had a more consistent turnout. The summer was a little slower, but that’s to be expected, with vacations and places like The 
Woods Campground, Rainbow Mountain Resort and Camp Out to compete with.
SL: What are your thoughts on the lack of LGBT bars in the Lehigh Valley but the increased gay themed event nights like 
Werk-it Wednesday, Easton Tea Dance, PROUD in Silk, drag brunches & drag dinners and OUT in the Valley? Do we still 
need gay bars?
Matt Ryan: As always, the LGBTQ community has had to adapt to change, and in our opinion the community has adapted 
amazingly, after losing the last of the Lehigh Valley’s gay bars last year with the start of these gay themed event nights. These 
events however, do not fulfill the same need that a brick and mortar gay bar offers to the community. I think gay bars are still 
needed, they provide a much needed space where our community members always feel welcome and can call home. But the 
gay themed events do highlight something amazing, the increased acceptance of the LGBTQ community within society. 
SL: With the holidays coming up, how about a couple of favorite childhood holiday memories? 
RN: One that sticks out for me was a tradition that started in the mid-90’s. After getting home from church on Christmas eve, 
my family (dad, mom, and sister) would watch The Nightmare Before Christmas. We did this every year for a long time.  Since 
moving out on my own, I have tried to maintain the tradition, now with Matt by my side. My sister also carries the tradition with 
her family; husband and two sons.  
MR: Growing up, Christmas Eve was always a more intimate affair with my immediate family with a nice meal and gift giving. 
But the real party would happen on Christmas Day where my entire extended family on my mom’s side would gather at a local 
lodge for a huge meal followed by hours of games and more presents. Looking back, I cherish those memories of spend the 
entire day with family members that I didn’t regularly see. 

Rich
Naugle

Matt
Ryan
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Hello all!
     My name is Rob Ritter, and I am a Realtor for Weichert 
Realtors, and the current chairperson for the LGBTQ Business 
Council of the Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber of Commerce.
     You may have seen some of our advertisements and events, 
but it has been a while since we have explained exactly who we 
are, and what we do.
     The LGBTQ business council is one of 6 diversity councils, 
within the Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber of Commerce.
Our purpose, in general, is to support LGBTQ businesses, 
business people, and those businesses which support the 
LGBTQ community.
     What do we do? Well, we do a lot of things.  
     Our main events are our LGBTQ Gala in June, our Rainbow 
Bar Crawl in October (for National Coming Out Day), Our 
HALO’s (Helping And Leading Others), along with our “Straight 
Talk” events. 
     So, what does all this mean. Well, many of our functions 
support, and raise funds for our LGBTQ Scholarship and Grant 

Fund, through which we award recipients each year, either to 
go to higher education, or to support an LGBTQ related non-
profit in need.
     Ultimately, we are here to support LGBTQ business people, 
business owners, and those business people and owners 
that support LGBTQ business in the Lehigh Valley, as well as, 
LGBTQ related non-profits in the Greater Lehigh Valley.
     Currently, we are in need of volunteers for our committees 
and board. If you would like to get involved, either your 
employer, or your own business, needs to be a member of 
GLVCC, OR you can even get an individual membership! Just 
reach out to our Chamber liaison, Brittany Keal at brittanyk@
lehighvalleychamber.org

Getting Reacquainted with the
Lehigh Valley LGBTQ Business Council

by Rob Ritter
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As If You Needed More Reasons to Celebrate...

T he Hindu religious festival, Diwali is also known as the Festival of Lights and is one of the most 
important festivals in Hinduism. It lasts 5-6 days and is celebrated during the Hindi lunisolar months 
of Ashwayuja and Kartika, between mid October and mid November. It symbolizes the spiritual 

victory of light over dark, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance.  The festival is widely associated 
with Lakshmi, goddess of prosperity and Ganesha, god of wisdom and the remover of obstacles. It is 
the celebration of of the day Rama returned to his kingdom in Ayodhya with his wife Sita and his brother 
Lakshmana after defeating the demon Ravana in Lanka and serving 14 years of exile.  

Kwanzaa (Dec 26-Jan 1) celebrates what its founder called the seven principles of Kwanzaa, or Nguzo 
Saba (originally Nguzu Saba – the seven principles of African Heritage). They were developed in 1965, a year 
before Kwanzaa itself. These seven principles are all Swahili words, and together comprise the Kawaida or 
“common” philosophy, a synthesis of nationalist, pan-Africanist, and socialist values.

Each of the seven days of Kwanzaa is dedicated to one of the principles, as follows:

• Umoja (Unity): To strive for and to maintain unity in the family, community, nation, and race.

• Kujichagulia (Self-determination): To define and name ourselves, as well as to create and speak for 
ourselves.

• Ujima (Collective work and responsibility): To build and maintain our community together and make our 
brothers’ and sisters’ problems our problems and to solve them together.

• Ujamaa (Cooperative economics): To build and maintain our own stores, shops, and other businesses 
and to profit from them together.

• Nia (Purpose): To make our collective vocation the building and developing of our community in order 
to restore our people to their traditional greatness.

• Kuumba (Creativity): To do always as much as we can, in the way we can, in order to leave our community 
more beautiful and beneficial than we inherited it.

• Imani (Faith): To believe with all our hearts in our people, our parents, our teachers, our leaders, and the 
righteousness and victory of our struggle.

Hanukah? Chanukah? Hanuqah? (Dec 18-Dec 26) While we can’t seem to agree on an English spelling, 
the Festival of Lights speaks to something both uniquely Jewish and profoundly human. Many religions 
have holidays celebrating the metaphor of light; as we enter the darkness of winter, we consider what 
guides us and brings us spiritual warmth. On the other hand, Hanukah (the Hebrew word for “dedication”) 
commemorates the Maccabees, a group of proud Jewish fighters who defeat invaders, regain the Temple 
in Jerusalem and, with only enough oil for one night, manage to light the menorah (lamp) for eight. While 
we could focus on this miracle, or the latkes (potato pancakes), or heated dreidel-spinning in the quest to 
win chocolate coins, there’s a story that many people don’t know. 
            Two rabbis, Shammai and Hillel, were arguing about how to light the menorah for Hanukah. Shammi 
argues we should start with all eight lit and go down to one. No, no said Hillel, we start with one and build 
to eight because we always increase our joy and sacredness, not decrease. While some people light two 
menorahs just to be safe, many side with Hillel, adding a new candle each night. Whether you celebrate 
Hanukah or not, the story’s message speaks to both the holiday and a lesson we could all hear more 
often: never diminish yourself. Burn brighter and more fiercely each day. Happy Hanukah! - Alex Malanych,  
Student Rabbi Congregation Am Haskalah
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New York is full of many wild, diverse 
and beautiful creatures, but the 
NYC queer scene has some of the 

best. Danny Blu is at the top of that 
list. I love his dark pop music and goth 
aesthetic, so much so I booked him to 
play my Coven Darkwave Dance Party 
in December. I got to ask Danny a few 
questions for the winter issue about his 
music and his queer experience as a 
touring musician. 

Brad Scott Smith: When did you know 
that making music and performing 
was going to be your calling? 
Danny Blu: I think in some ways I 
always knew. It was senior year of high 
school, though, that I decided to switch 
gears, take a year off, and try to be a 
performer. It was more theatre back 
then, but I never looked back. I started 
to write & release music and perform as 
Danny Blu in 2010 when I decided that I 
hated theatre school. I wanted to create 
my own worlds and my own rules and 

say my own words. 
BSS: Who were your musical 
inspirations? 
DB: They range heavily. As most 
artists’ do I suppose. I’m equally as 
inspired by NIN as I am Madonna. I love 
disco and really queer dance pop music 
as much as I love Rob Zombie, Ozzy, 
and Garbage. Mostly though, I 
listen to and get inspired 
by music that makes 
my body move 
involuntarily. 
BSS: I ask 
everyone 
this because 
everyone’s 
experience 
was so 
different. How 
was your time 
during Covid 
lockdown? How 
did lockdown affect 
your music? 

DB: I feel 
two ways about 
my time through the 
pandemic. That period 
of time holds some 
of the worst days of 
my life but it was also 
wildly productive and 
allowed me to focus 
exclusively creatively 
for one of the first 
times in my life. I 
was able to continue 
to write and record, 
cautiously, and I 
released The Pale 
Horse in September 
of 2020 while we 
were still very much 
in pandemic mode. 
It definitely gave me 
plenty of time for self-
reflection and I found 
out a lot about myself. 
BSS: You’re starting 
your Molotov tour 

this fall, how is life on the road from 
a queer experience? What’s been the 
best/worst and craziest place to play? 
DB: As a queer person who appears 
very queer (whatever that means, lol), I 
think I’m acutely aware of how people 
perceive me everywhere I go. I have 
definitely experienced some intolerance. 
I’ve had sound people not want to help 
me. I’ve been scared to go onstage 
some places because I’m afraid of how 
a particular crowd will feel towards me 
or what I’ve chosen to wear. I’ve been 
refused hotel rooms because of how I 

look. When I used to tour with 
my band, Echo Black, I 

had countless female 
attendees grope 

me and treat 
me like a toy in 
multiple cities. 
These sorts 
of things (and 
much worse, 
obviously) 
happen to 

queer people 
everywhere. I 

consider myself 
lucky that I’ve not 

yet had to deal with any 
sort of violence. If I were 

POC or trans I’m sure I wouldn’t 
be this lucky. There is certainly work to 
be done but I believe living authentically 
is the best way to combat intolerance. 
     I always have a great time in Dallas 
and Phoenix as far as best places. I can’t 
say I’m eager to go back to Salt Lake 
City. And the wildest are definitely LA, 
Scottsdale, and Providence, RI. 
BSS: Have you been to Easton before? 
We are excited to have you perform 
at our Coven Krampus Party but 
we were wondering what kind of 
Krampus look you would be giving us? 
Or do we have to wait and see? 
DB: I have not! I’m very, very excited to 
see the town and to party with everyone 
at Coven. And you’ll defffff have to wait 
and see ;) 
You can catch Danny Blu live at Coven 
at Black & Blue in Easton, Saturday 
December 10th. 
In the meantime you can listen/stream 
his music at dannyblu.com

Who is Danny Blu?
Interview by Brad Scott Smith

There is certainly 
work to be done 

but I believe living 
authentically 

is the best 
way to combat 

intolerance.
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F ilm and television actor, improv 
comedian, Jeff Hiller discusses 
coming out, his role of Joel in 

HBO's Somebody, Somewhere, some 
favorite holiday memories and more. 
Somebody, Somewhere returns Winter 
2023

Stephen Libby: Hi Jeff. 
Congratulations on the success 
of Somebody, Somewhere and 
especially your portrayal of Joel. 
Lets go back a few years first. Where 
were you raised and what was it like 
growing up gay there? Were you 
openly out during that period?
Jeff Hiller: I grew up in San Antonio, 
TX. I know this is a shock, but I never 
really “passed” as straight. In my 
entire life, I never came out to anyone 
who was like, “you’re kidding!”. 
Even my mom’s first words after I 
said I was gay were, “I know.” I was 
a swishy, show-tune-loving, pun-
making, profoundly homosexual child. 
I have learned to like this part of my 
personality, but in the 80’s it didn’t 
win me a lot of friends or influence 
at school. I had several coming outs 
- first to a stranger at a gay bar at 19, 
then a friend at my Christian College 
at 21, then finally to my parents at 22 
once I was living on my own in another 

city. I had this feeling they were going 
to disown me, but of course they 
completely supported me. What can I 
say? I’m a drama queen.
SL: How did you get the role of 
Joel? 
JH: I auditioned. That isn’t a very 
satisfying answer, is it? Let me expand. 
I knew Bridget Everett from Joe’s Pub, 
a cabaret space at the Public Theatre. 
She asked me to audition and when 
I read the script I wanted the role 
possibly more than any role I had 
auditioned for before (and I always 
want whatever role I am auditioning 
for). I sort of thought Bridget had me 
in mind all along, but I’ve heard from 
a lot of other actors that they also 
auditioned which gives me a shiver of 
fear thinking I could have not gotten 
to play Joel.
SL: How are Jeff and Joel alike and 
how are they absolutely not alike?
JH: I am quite a bit like Joel. I grew 
up in a faith community and even 
majored in Theatre and Theology in 
college. I also volunteer, have a tiny 
dog, got stress rashes in college, 
used to drive a Buick LeSabre, and 
have a huge talent crush on Bridget/
Sam. Also, Joel is not a character 
that I have ever seen before. Usually 
the gay friend is just a sketch of a 
human being. If he’s more, he is 
usually gorgeous and struggling with 
romance, or he’s tortured and being 
persecuted (so that a straight actor 
can win an Oscar for playing him). 
Joel is a fully fleshed out character 
who is basically happy. There aren’t 
a lot of queer characters like that on 
TV. We do have differences though. 
Joel is a natural party planner. He can 
just whip up a choir practice complete 
with drinks, flowers, and a full band 
and he doesn’t break a sweat. If I had 
to do that, trust that I would break 
a sweat, and I would realize I forgot 
something very essential like cups or 
chairs or electricity. 
SL: How has your life changed since 
Somebody, Somewhere?
JH: Well, I’m not jetting off to Capri or 
anything. That said, before this show, 

I was an actor who could hopefully 
scrape together enough TV guest 
stars or an Off-Broadway play so 
that I could have health insurance. 
Now, I have a job. This doesn’t look 
as exciting in print as it feels in my 
life. Security that I don’t have to wait 
tables for at least a few years is the 
greatest change in my life and it is so 
wonderful. Maybe I will jet to Capri if 
we get a third season.
SL: For the next season of the show, 
anything you can tease? 
JH: It turns out that Fred Roccoco is 
the tesseract. The sort of nice thing 
about our show is that it is primarily 
about relationships and character 
rather than plot, so there aren’t too 
many spoilers one can give. I will say 
that Joel is working on fulfilling some 
of the things on his vision board. He 
got the Vitamix in season one, but 
what will he get in season two?
SL:  Since this is our winter/
holiday issue, do you have a favorite 
Christmas, Hanukkah or Kwanzaa 
memory you would like to share? 
JH: I remember the first Christmas I 
celebrated after moving to New York 
City. It was December 2001 and my 
parents came to visit. I had told my 
mom that grocery stores were smaller 
in the city so she packed the entire 
meal in her luggage. Like, a full turkey 
and sticks of butter. It was ridiculous, 
but charming.
     I married my husband in December 
of 2013. It was just at the courthouse, 
not a full wedding, and when we went 
to Texas for the holiday, my mom 
threw a little shower for us with a fancy 
cake and champagne. My nephews 
made us a huge cookie cake that 
said “Love is Love” and they gave 
us gifts. My husband and I primarily 
got married for the legal protections 
and tax write-offs, but seeing how 
important it was to declare our union 
to our community made me rethink 
my view on marriage. It also made me 
feel such gratitude for this incredibly 
accepting family from a place that isn’t 
always (judging by the laws the Texas 
legislature keeps passing). 

Jeff Hiller from Somebody Somewhere
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MEN AT WORK
Look Toolrific in ES Collection USA by Tyler Wynn

Add some muscle power to your closet this season with eco-conscience, exquisitely 
perfect-fitting under and athleticwear from ES Collection USA.
All items are made with recycled fabric built to last.

Photographer Carlos Campos shot the Men at Work campaign in Las Vegas with 
models Darrien, Rouss, Alvaro, Ty, Jeb, Davide, Richard, Ken, Caleb and Felix.

The entire collection is available now at ESCollectionUSA.com.



T he model, actor, activist, photographer adds publishing to his resume. Here, 
Mike discusses coming out, a private performance by Prince(!) and his latest 
efforts in canine fundraising, Mutts & Muscles. 

Interview by
Stephen LibbyMIKE RUIZ

"I found a camera under my Christmas tree and within min-
utes, I was obsessed. I began shooting everything in sight. I 

taught myself the intricate mechanics of the camera but it was 
a couple of years before I realized that I could actually make 

a living with my work."
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Stephen Libby: How long have you been doing 
the calendars?
Mike Ruiz: This is the 9th year that I’ve been doing this 
calendar. Its name has changed over the years to keep it 
fresh. Some of the name have been “Hunks and Hounds” 
“Pitties and Pecs” “Bullies and Biceps” “ Heartthrobs and 
Hounds” and this year I called it the “Mutts and Muscles” 
calendar. 
SL: Why did you start doing the calendars? 
MR: In 2012,  I fell madly in love with a sweet pitbull type dog 
named Oliver. He was being fostered by my good friend Tim 
Brock with whom I would stay when I was in Los Angeles. One 
look from his soulful brown eyes, and it was love at first sight. 
Within 24 hours I had filled out all of the adoption paper 
work and he was my son. As a responsible dad, I wanted to 
make sure I was armed with all of the info necessary to raise 
a pitbull type dog so I did a lot of research. I was horrified to 
find how many dogs were discarded, abused and neglected 
in the US. The numbers are staggering. I decided that I 
need to do something to try and help these poor souls so I 
started advocating for them which led to me starting 
this calendar. My goal was to raise money and 
awareness for the plight of dogs everywhere.  
SL: Who benefits from the calendars?
MR: Every year I chose a different 
organization to benefit and 100% of the 
proceeds go to that organization. I choose 
organizations that do amazing work with 
getting dogs out of shelters and into the 
homes of loving families.
SL: Where do you find the male models? 
MR: This calendar was a media sensation 
from its inception so models from all over the 
world are eager to participate. A simple social 
media post is all that is required to secure the 
men. The dogs are usually rescues or alumni from the 
particular organization that I’m benefiting that given year.  
SL: How else can people help the canines?
MR: People can help by learning why buying from a 
breeder or pet store contributes to the horrible problem of 
overcrowded shelters and the endless suffering of millions 
of dogs in the US every year. I think if people educated 
themselves, the vast majority would get dogs from rescues 
or shelters. Both of my kids were on death row until they 
were saved by rescues and adopted by me. They have 
literally changed my life for the exponentially better. People 
seem to think that they are getting a better dog by paying 
a ton of money to a breeder but in reality, many health and 
behavioral qualities are bred out of dogs in favor of physical 
traits that are often the result of a fad. Current fad - French 
Bulldogs. They are bred to look cute but struggle to breath 
and have other common health issues. Also, there is a rise in 
French Bulldogs being dumped at shelters because ignorant 
people are realizing that they actually have to care for these 
sentient beings. If educating oneself is too labor intensive for 
some, they can help by just buying a calendar at this link 
SL: Now lets get up to speed with you. You are one of the 
most in demand photographers in the world for some of 
the most recognizable faces in the world. How did this 
happen?
MR: Ha! Don’t sound so surprised! LOL. In hindsight, it 
was a perfect storm of laser focus, 80 hour weeks and the 

intense love for what I do. Also, I’ve always had the ability 
to see light and the way that it lands on people and things. 
Other photographers know what I mean. Not everyone can 
see that and understand how to use it to create appealing 
composition and texture. 
SL: Share a fun story about a photo shoot that went off the 
rails in a bad way...or a good way.
MR: I can honestly say that I only have positive stories to 
tell. Like the time that I was photographing Prince at his 
compound, Paisley Park in Minneapolis. Half way through the 
shoot he asked me and a writer, who was there to interview 
him, if we’d like to hear some of his new music. We thought 
he was going to play us a tape but instead he rounded up 
his band and they performed live for me, the writer and 
my assistant. Mind blowing to say the least that we got a 
private show from one of the most influential musicians of the 
last century. 
SL: What was it like growing up gay in your childhood 
neighborhood?
MR: It was awful. I always felt that I needed to be someone 

else in order to come out of my childhood unscathed 
but my other quirks exposed my real identity in 

other ways. I was always super introverted, 
creative and smart. I skipped the 5th grade 

which did not go over well with my peers. 
That coupled with my uncomfortable 
shyness made me a target for everyone. 
The bullying word of choice selected for 
me was fag. I braved it though, and came 
out the other end a better person. Just 
kidding, I was damaged as all fuck but 

I figured out a way to use my damage to 
benefit me in every possible way. 

SL: How did your family and friends respond? 
MR: My family was equally damaged so I didn’t 

get much support at home and I only had one friend 
with whom I had an extremely passive aggressive relationship. 
Overall, my youth sucked balls. 
SL: You are also a model and actor (I had the poster from 
Latin Boys Go To Hell on my bedroom wall for years! So 
hot!) You have recently done a Tom of Finland inspired 
gallery exhibit. What do you like doing best?
MR: Thank you for this question. People have a hard time 
wrapping their head around the fact that I find equal 
gratification for a variety of creative outlets. I guess you 
can say that I’m a multimedia artist which includes acting, 
filmmaking, performing, creative directing, publishing, 
photography, marketing and sculpting my body.
SL: Because I know you are always creating, what are you 
working on now?
MR: What has been getting most of my attention these 
days are the magazines that I am creative director of. I knew 
nothing about publishing but decided to throw myself into 
it head first anyway (which is pretty much how I’ve done 
everything in my career). I’m proud to say that I was able to 
build them up to point that we are very well respected by 
both the entertainment industry and the fashion industry
https://www.lofficiel.com.au/
https://www.lofficielmontecarlo.com/
https://www.photobookmagazine.com/

My IG is @mikeruizone 

I figured out a way to use 
my damage to benefit me in 

every possible way.
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W hen editor Stephen Libby kindly 
asked me to write another article 
for The Gay Journal, I wasn’t quite 

sure where to begin.  But then I decided 
it best to pick up from where I left off – to 
share some reflections on my life as a recent 
‘gay widower’ which might resonate with 
other queer couples who have lost, or may 
someday lose a partner, husband or wife.
     First of all, I agree with Oscar Wilde:  “It’s 
absurd to divide people into good and bad. 
People are either charming or tedious.”
     Since the passing of my partner and later 
husband of 45 years, Timothy G. Hare, I have 
fortunately found all of the people I know, 
and many since I’ve come to  know, to be 
incredibly ‘charming’-  far from ‘tedious’ - very 
loving, understanding and supportive.  They 
all have willingly accompanied me through 
the grief process and I remain eternally 
grateful to each and every one, though it 
certainly has not been an easy 2+ years.
     I have also learned to live, as Wilde 
suggested, “as if there were not death.”  
Though I still am a seminary-trained United 
Church of Christ minister, former church 
pastor and retired director of a hospital 
chaplaincy program, I now consider myself 
a humanist. Surprise!  Merry Chris-Myth! 
How I turned that corner is another story 
grounded primarily in my decision, as a nerdy, 
bullied kid, to find a way to gain some public 
recognition and respect. 
     I have never been truly ‘religious,’ knowing 
that one can be a moral person, show 
compassion, be loving and find hope without 
religion.  I still don’t believe in an afterlife or 
that I will be reunited with Tim, and that’s ok.  
Tim certainly ‘lives on’ in my fond memories 
and will always remain close to my heart.  
     He is gone, but will never be forgotten.  
A part of me died with him. He was the 
love of my life and  I am so glad the Sigal 
Historical Museum in Easton, PA is in the 
process of honoring Tim and his activist role, 
as a registered architect, in saving much of 
Easton’s historic architecture in 1976, with an 
extensive exhibit of his many paintings, pen 
and ink drawings, photo and haiku poetry 
books, his Master’s thesis regarding Easton, 
and even his signature white glasses.  
     I miss him immeasurably, but, those of 
you who knew my Tim, remember he was 
quite the conversationalist, with well-founded 
opinions on most every topic. Hyperbole 
anyone?  Now, alone by myself, and perhaps 
channeling Tim, I find “I like to do all the 
talking myself. It saves time and prevents 
arguments.” (Oscar Wilde).  Previously I was 
the quiet one while Tim ‘held court.’ 
     At my age, I’ve often been surprised by 
some younger gay people I’ve met who’ve 
never even heard of Oscar Wilde. In fact, 
I often hear the words, “I wasn’t born yet,” 
when I refer to someone or something from 
my own “recent” past - the late 1900s or early 
2000.  That’s when I’m reminded old age has 
creeped up on me like a cheap dress. Yet, I 
must confess, in due respect, I first thought a 
Kardashian was a foreign sports car.  
     Living alone now with my two sister cats, 
Blanche and Edna, in a huge 1871 high 
maintenance house has been a challenge.  
Recently I found a massive hornets nest above 
my garage door.  They are very vicious, can 
sting repeatedly and painfully. A neighbor of 
mine suggested I simply throw a football at it 

to knock it down and run fast.  The problem 
is: 1) I never owned or would want a football 
, 2) I wouldn’t know how to throw one, and 
3) I can run that fast  at 75.  Fortunately a 
beekeeper I know who safely eliminated the 
problem.
     Shakespeare described how we “strut 
and fret our hour upon the stage and are 
heard no more.”  I have done my share of 
strutting – and fretting – for over 7 decades, 
yet somehow, after all the challenges Tim and 
I faced as bullied kids in the 1950’s, marching 
in Manhattan and elsewhere on behalf of 
marriage equality, living in Greenwich Village 
on Bleecker Street and in Chelsea in the mid-
1970s-mid-1980’s, and finally facing his cancer 
diagnosis together for 14 years, I am fairly 
‘happy’ and ‘coping’ well, as Tim insisted, 
just before he died.  Not that it’s easy sorting 
through all the stuff we’ve accumulated over 
45 years.  Memories, sometimes tears, but 
few regrets.  As Tim used to say - “Many 
thought our relationship wouldn’t last - but 
they didn’t.”
     By the time you read this I will have had a 
‘blast’ and gotten ‘stoned’ on my 75th birthday  
October 19th, 2022.  “Blasting” of my large 
left kidney “stone”, that is.  Other than that, 
life goes  on.  It beats the alternative. Being 
from Buffalo, what’s left of my family is far 
away, though I’ve created my own family, right 
here in my adopted home town of Easton.
     Dating, however, is another story.  I’ve 
always been shy, despite my appearance as 
outgoing. After 45 years, dating is new to me. 
I’ve even offered my friends a ‘finder’s fee’ if 
they could recommend a single guy close to 
my age – but no takers or even assignations so 
far. Fortunately I belong to a great FaceBook 
site called ‘Gay Widows and Widowers’, 
which has been so helpful as I now face life 
as a widower. As a trained pastoral, grief and 
hospice counselor myself, I have been able to 
share my experiences with others who have 
lost the love of their lives.  And I’ve learned 
so much from their journeys  as well.. I highly 
recommend this valuable site.
     Like so many others, who have lost a close 
loved one, I found that a big part of me died 
with Tim.  Yet, to my surprise, I’m still alive, 
take it one day – or one hour at a time. There 
are ups and downs. My covid brain processes 
my grief primarily when I’m asleep, often 
in nightmares of searching for Tim, loss, 
disorientation, unpreparedness.  But during 
the day, with its distractions, I’m enjoying life.  
I’ve found it important to remain active, avoid 
negative people. . My philosophy - If it ain’t 
fun, I don’t do it.
     I often reflect on our eccentric life together 
and our many Manhattan adventures. I recall 
the time I was walking along to meet Tim at 
Julius Bar.  Walking in front of me was a rather 
attractive young man who kept dropping 
small items on the sidewalk. Ever the good 
samaritan, I kept picking up the objects, ready 
to return them to him, when I heard someone 
across the street shout, “Cut, there’s an old 
bald guy in the picture!”  How was I to know 
they were filming a movie?
     Then there was the time Tim and I found 
a table outside a cafe on a beautiful day in 
Greenwich Village.  Seated at a table next to 
us were a young woman with her boyfriend, 
who lit up a cigarette.  As an avid former 
smoker, Tim leaned into the young woman 
and said quietly, “Did you know smoking is 

one of the biggest causes of penile cancer?  
If your boyfriend doesn’t value his penis, I 
know some guys who would.”  I slowly sunk 
down in my seat, almost under the table 
with embarrassment.  Fortunately they both 
laughed.  Whew!
     Again, quoting Oscar – “Nothing succeeds 
like excess.”  “The only thing worse in the 
world than being talked about is not being 
talked about.”  That’s why I love to dance with 
friends, entertain all over with my accordion, 
enjoy the many amenities my favorite, gay-
friendly city, Easton, has to offer.  In 2009 I 
introduced an anti-discrimination ordinance 
that passed Easton City Council offering 
protections in housing, employment and 
public accommodations on the basis of actual 
or perceived sexual orientation or gender 
identity.   And I’m glad my initial  idea of  the 
very successful Easton Tea Dance took off 
and just celebrated its 8th anniversary. This 
summer, however, I spent many weekends in 
the Poconos at the new gay-owned clothing-
optional CampOut, meeting more new 
friends, as I kept trying to tan of my porcelain 
legs.  Only my legs!
     There are times I consider downsizing from 
my huge house into a small apartment, but 
I’m still not quite ready. I’m quite healthy and 
still love the home we restored and enjoyed 
together for the past 38 years. We went for 
the Addams family look – two eccentrics living 
in an old house painted black. I recall Wilde’s 
presumed last words as he lay dying in a 
Paris hotel with wallpaper he found dreadful 
– “My wallpaper and I are fighting a duel to 
the death. One or the other of us must go.”  
Regardless. I’d rather live with the wallpaper 
for a while longer.  My wish is to drop dead on 
the dance floor, like the old lady in the movie 
Studio 54, except I wouldn’t want to upset 
everyone’s fun.  Please just drag me out of 
the way, under the computer turntable of my 
good friend,  DJ Brad Scott Smith.  Party on!
     I wish for every loving couple to savor life 
and take advantage of the many protections 
of legal marriage if they plan to remain 
together.  It is so important.  It was for us. 
Legal marriage is so much more than “just a 
piece of paper.”  I know, because after Tim 
died the IRS hit me with a $10,000 tax bill on 
our home and assets.  Their mistake, which 
was then corrected to “0” as it is for any 
married survivor.  I’ve heard so many stories 
of long term couples who never took the step 
to get legally married and lost the home they 
had together.  It’s easy now by applying for a 
‘ ‘self uniting license’ (which comes from the 
Quaker tradition).  No clergy or other officiant 
needed.
     We were married in Toronto in 2003 
though we have only enjoyed the benefits 
of marriage in our own country since 2015. 
We’ve all come a long way, but there are 
many forces working diligently to deprive us 
of full equality.  When we were married, many 
people asked if we would hyphenate our last 
names. Fortunately we declined since his last 
name was Hare and mine Ball.  Either way it 
definitely would not have worked - Hare-Ball 
or the reverse! (editor laughs reading this)
     Blah blah blah.  I told you I now am now 
the chatty one!   To everyone I wish a belated 
‘Happy Pride’ and remember the words of old 
Oscar:  “To love oneself is the beginning of 
a lifelong romance.” “Be yourself; everyone 
else is already taken.” 25
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Jesus was a man, right? The New Testament of the 
Bible affirms that Jesus was male. However, even that 
affirmation is not enough for some folks today who are 

remaking Jesus into a more muscular, nationalistic hero. 
(photo #1) In contrast, the first few centuries of the Common 
Era (CE) offered images of Jesus that were quite gender 
bending. Consider this detail from a Christian sarcophagus 
depicting the moment Jesus washes Peter’s feet--Jesus has 
long hair and is beardless, in contrast to the short hair and 
beards of the other male figures.(photo #2)Likewise, in the 
art and sculpture of 2nd& 3rd centuries, Jesus’ sexuality 
could be ambiguous, androgynous or even feminine (1).

     Jesus was in stiff competition with other savior gods of 
the Roman empire, including Serapis, Apollo and Dionysius. 
Deities were typically described in glorious terms. Jesus 
wasn’t. Whether saying symbolically ‘eat my body’ in John 
6:53, or doing the tasks of washing feet or cooking befitting 
a woman or a lowly servant, his presence and intentions 
wouldn’t seem too ‘masculine’ by ancient nor contemporary 
standards. So, early Christians borrowed from the figure of 
Apollo to create a Jesus that was youthful, vital and full of 
energy, healing people and working wonders. As result, like 
Apollo, Jesus had a more feminine posture and appearance 
(2, 3). 

     In the late medieval era, gender bending 
art images of Jesus extended to his sharing 
of his blood and other bodily fluids with 
his believers. Clearly suggestive of the 
Eucharist, Quirizio da Murano’s The 
Savior (ca. 1460–1478) depicts Christ 
offering to a believer his blood from 
his breast, along with a wafer, symbolic 
of his body, both of which impart faith 
and thus nurture the spirituality of 
the believer.(picture #3)An even more 
obvious allusion to the Eucharist appears 
in a German work titled Christ and Charity 
(ca. 1470) In this piece, Jesus’ blood spurts 
forth from his breast in a stream, as breast 
milk might. The blood streams into a cup held 
by personified Charity, obviously suggesting the 
Eucharist but also highlighting the nutritive nature of 
the Eucharistic blood by its connection with breast milk.
(Picture #4)Blood was equated with breast milk, which 
was considered to be “processed blood.” So with this 
understanding, medieval mothers fed their children with their 
blood, just as Christ nourishes his believers with his blood in 
the Eucharistic rite. (4)

     The androgyne (from the Greek andros, “man”, and gune, 
“woman”) is a creature that is half male and female. The 
Bible states: “So God created man in his own image, in the 
image of God he created him. Male and female he created 
them” (Genesis 1:27). According to the Genesis, the first man 
created was androgynous, so Adam gave birth to Eve.

The Museum of Notre-Dame à la Rose, in Belgium, there 
is the late 16th century painting  “the Lamentation around 
the remains of Christ”. The work, probably commissioned 
by Augustinians nuns, was restored during the twenty-first 
century. Unexpectedly, hidden under a layer of paint on the 
upper torso, an androgynous Christ was discovered. Indeed, 
we observe some additional female characteristics of Christ, 
such as breasts, and feminine curves. Jesus finger, delicately 
placed on his nipple, further reinforces the symbolism of 
divine spiritual breastfeeding. (5).  (picture #5)

     Now fast forward to 1999. By then many more artists 
have reinterpreted Jesus for various cultures, a few even 
reinventing a female Christ. However, Janet MacKenzie 
gained international attention for her more androgynous 
“Jesus of the People.” Living secluded in Vermont, Janet 
heard about the Jesus 2000 competition sponsored by 
the National Catholic Reporter publication. This contest 
aimed to attract pieces of art depicting a new “Jesus for the 
millennium” And, Janet won! The judge, art historian Sister 
Wendy Beckett of PBS, said of the piece, “This is a haunting 
image of a peasant Jesus – dark, thick-lipped, looking out on 
us with ineffable dignity, with sadness but with confidence. 
Over His white robe He draws the darkness of our lack of 
love, holding it to Himself, prepared to transform all sorrows 
if we will let Him.”(picture #6)

     McKenzie intended to make her image of Jesus in 
celebration of her nephew, who is a person of color, so 
that he might be able to see himself in Jesus. McKenzie 
also opted to utilize a female model to give Jesus a more 
feminine, soft appearance so that perhaps women would 
also be able to connect with the image as well. She feels 
that these two groups are often commonly left out when it 
comes to representations of Jesus. One of her goals with 
this piece is to show that “Jesus is in all of us.” Janet is a 

self-professed agnostic, but she hopes “Jesus of the 
People” might remind that we all are created in 

God’s likeness, as affirmed in Genesis 1: 27.(6) 
Furthermore, if we look at John’s gospel, 

“Jesus never uses the Greek masculine 
term anēr (male) for self-description. 
Jesus always uses the generic or inclusive 
term anthrōpos (human).” (7)
     The feather beside Jesus 
incorporates yet another culture 
into the painting (Native American), 
but also represents “transcendent 

knowledge.” The pink in the background 
signifies femininity, but also signifies the 

color of blood. (8) Janet is not trying to 
replace any existing images of Jesus; she just 

wants people who may feel disconnected to 
“see themselves in him.”Needless to say, Janet’s 

“Jesus of the People” also generated “accusations 
of blasphemy, political correctness, racism, paganism and 
ignorance.”  While on display in 2000, framed plexiglass 
protected the painting. (9)

     The controversy over McKenzie’s work is a reminder of 
the power of art, and the continuing need for progressive 
spiritual images. As she reminds us, “We all need to find 
ourselves included within the sacred journey of life, and 
afterlife."

1. The Feminine/Androgynous Jesus, https://www.wisdomwordsppf.org/2016/08/12/the-
feminineandrogynous-jesus/ 
2. The Feminine/Androgynous Jesus, https://www.wisdomwordsppf.org/2016/08/12/the-
feminineandrogynous-jesus/ 
3. Ally Kateusz, Introduction to Early Christian Art and Its Gender Politics, https://www.
academia.edu/video/lnDVwj?t=79 
4. Jenny Bledsoe, “Feminine Images of Jesus: Later Medieval Christology and the 
Devaluation of the Feminine.” Intermountain West Journal of 
Religious Studies, https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?article=1015&amp;context=imwjournal 
5. H. Valdes-Socin&amp;M. Vuidar, “The androgyny of Christ,” Journal of 
Endocrinological Investigation, https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40618-020-
01413-3 
6. Kelsi Roberts, http://constructingjesus.blogspot.com/2010/03/jesus-of-people-janet-
mckenzie.html 
7. Aida B. Spencer, “Does God Have Gender,” https://www.cbeinternational.org/
resource/does-god-have-gender/ 
8. janetmckenzie.com 

9. Tampa Bay Times, June 24, 2000
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T he Jayson Bend and In 
From the Side director, 
(et al) discusses being a 

super-multi-hyphenate, coming 
out, toxic masculinity and so 
much more. 

Stephen Libby: With Jayson Bend and 
now In from the Side, you seem to 
be queering the once ultra masculine 
world of 007 (action films) and rugby 
(organized sports). Was it already 
queer and was waiting for you to 
uncover, dismantle and re-write it? 
I love that you are queering these 
assumed straight ideals that are also 
uber-homoerotic.
Matt Carter: I always find it interesting 
that people think traditionally masculine 
domains are somehow not queer, off-
limits for gay people, or are exclusively 

heteronormative. I’m fascinated with 

gay people’s relationship to masculinity 
in this regard and the discourse that 
surrounds this topic. It also makes me 
so excited to see ‘In From The Side’ so 
often promoting discussions on this. 
     The way I view it, the 
heteronormative world doesn’t own 
masculinity, it’s just one form of 
authentic expression/presentation, it’s 
separate from sexuality in my opinion. 
There are as many masculine presenting 
gay men as there are feminine 
presenting straight guys. Likewise, 
there is this assumption that because 
Rugby is such a physical sport, it must 
automatically be both masculine and 
implicitly heteronormative. The film 
definitely takes aim at these stereotypes 
to show that rugby, and sport in general, 
really is for everyone.
     I’ve also been acutely aware of the 
rise of the term ‘toxic masculinity, it’s 
frequent misuse, and how it’s often 

wielded as a boot heal to step down on 
many forms of healthy and wholesome 
forms of masculine expression and male 
bonding within the gay community. I 
think there is a long history of queer 
people being subjected to the negative 
sides of male expectations, phrases 
like ‘man up’ for example. This has 
undoubtedly caused a shift toward the 
warm embrace of the more feminine 
side of the spectrum and a disdain 
for all things considered ‘masculine’, 
sport most likely being one of those. 
Many gay people have likely had a 
negative experience of sports in school 
that has likely reinforced this. But 
not all masculinity is toxic and sport 
definitely doesn’t require participants 
to be masculine either. I know so many 
beautiful sassy amazing human beings 
who absolutely dominate on the pitch 
and are some of the toughest people 
I’ve ever met. There are a few characters 

MATTCARTER Interview by Stephen Libby
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in the film that definitely embody this.
SL: You are a super-multi-hyphenate. 
Director, writer, musical scoring, 
photographer, handsome devil etc. 
Which of your resume listings do you 
enjoy the most? And what kind of 
drugs are you on?
MC: I love keeping my creative senses 
fresh and engaged by switching 
between many different creative 
disciplines. I get as much pleasure 
from taking out a camera and shooting 

analog film photography, as I do sitting 
at a piano to write music or learning a 
new instrument. I love turning my hand 
to anything I’m interested in exploring. 
‘In From The Side’ was a real pleasure 
as it allowed me to showcase some of 
the different things I love doing, all in 
one project. I know moving forward in 
my career I’ll probably never get the 
chance again to write, direct, shoot, 
edit and score an entire film myself, so 
it was nice to have the privilege to do it 
on this one, even if it was an awful lot of 
work to carry out. As for what I enjoy the 
most, it’s hard to choose, as I love the 
coming together of all the elements the 
most. It allowed this movie to be quite 
uniquely personal as there is so much of 
myself in every part of it.
As for any drugs I’m on, sadly none, 
though the fictional drug in the movie 
‘Limitless’ looked very appealing, I 
sometimes wish it existed!

SL: What was it like growing up gay in 
your neighborhood? 
MC: My parents were ex-pats, moving to 
France when I was very young, so I grew 
up in many places. My childhood and 
teen years were a mix between France 
and the UK, often not in the same place 
for more than a few years too. I’m lucky 
in that I’ve never really had a difficult 
time being a young gay guy, my parents 
have always been incredibly supportive 
in every aspect of life and I’ve never 
really had to live an inauthentic version 
of myself. I realise I’m very privileged 
in this regard and this isn’t the same for 
everyone in our community, so I’m very 
lucky and grateful. 
SL: Is it important for you to try to 
hire all gay cast & crew for a film? 
How do respond to critics who 
demand gay roles go to gay actors? 
MC: There is a big trend now to 
hire cast and crew from within the 
community and while I think diversity 
and representation is very important, 
I’m also cautious about the way this 
is approached. I would never ask 
someone’s sexuality during the casting 
process or when interviewing crew. I 
just feel it’s highly inappropriate (not 
to mention illegally discriminatory, 
certainly in the UK). All that matters 
is talent. Everyone knows it’s a gay-
themed movie so they know what they 

are signing up for. The acting ability 
to bring a fictional character to life is 
all that matters. We gave the parts to 
whoever gave the best auditions and I 
genuinely 
believe 
this is how 
it should 
be, I never 
asked any 
applicant 
their 
sexuality 
during 
casting. 
     There is 
an argument 
to make 
that many 
gay actors 
aren’t given 
straight 
roles and 

therefore we should ensure gay roles 
go to gay actors. But do we really want 
to further enforce that only people 
with a shared life experience with the 
character should get the part? I feel this 
just makes the problem even worse. 
Equally an argument is often made that 
a gay person will give a more authentic 
portrayal of a gay character. There are 
so many different ways we can be as gay 
people. We aren’t a monolith and I think 
the world is beyond cliched stereotypes. 
So I don’t buy into the idea that 
being simply gay gives any additional 
authenticity to a gay role. It’s acting, 
you’re using empathy and imagination 
to perform being another human being 
convincingly for 2 hours, being human is 
universal. 
SL: Aside from Bond and Rugby, what 
other influences resulted in the Matt 
Carter we know today?
MC: Aside from loving movies, I’m a 
huge music fan. I listen to everything 
from film soundtracks to mainstream 
pop and dance music on a daily basis. 
I find music is like the emotional and 
creative wellspring that most of my 
ideas emerge from. I listen while I 
write and it keeps everything flowing. 
It’s the WD40 to my engine. It’s also a 
big reason why I like to write my own 
music for my film work, I’m certainly not 
unaware of the impact and importance 
this has on the story being told. I’ve also 
recently started painting after doing 
the hand-painted animated closing 
credits sequence for the film. This has 

opened up 
a whole new 
appreciation 
and 
source of 
inspiration 
in fine art, 
something 
I’d love to 
explore 
more of. 
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Retired Allentown Health Bureau 
educator by day. Tireless LGBTQ and 
HIV/AIDS activist by night. Former go-

go boy. And a child of God. Dave Moyer 
shares memories of coming out in the Lehigh 
Valley in the early 1960’s, a military romance 
and why religion is an important part of his 
life.  
Stephen Libby: Describe what was going 
on in the Lehigh Valley for gay people 
when you came out.
Dave Moyer: It was late Summer of 1961, 
I had just graduated from high school. My 
best friend at the time was Tommy Hess, 
he has since past on, very tragic. He had a 
friend Edward who lives in the Quakertown 
area. As a young gay teenager there wasn’t 
anywhere for us to go let alone if anyone 
knew we were of a different persuasion. After 
graduation, I had moved in with my grand 
parents in Catasauqua- absolutely NO gay 
life and I didn’t know about Rube’s Chinese 
restaurant nor did I know anyone who was 
gay at the time, even Tommy and Eddie that 
happened later on in the year, there was 
absolutely 
nothing, 
you either 
had to know 
someone 
or you took 
your chances 
on putting 
the make on 
someone, 
which worked 
out well for me 
at the time. 
I was a very 
promiscuous 
teenager.
SL: Where 
were people 
meeting in 
the Lehigh 
Valley prior to 
Allentown’s 
Stonewall?  
DM: After 
I came out 
in the fall 
of 1961, I 
learned about 
the 23 bar 
which was part 
of the Lyric 
Music Hall it 
wasn’t fully 

gay but a lot of lesbians went there. Then 
I discovered Rube’s. Two straight women 
Beverly and Franny invited us- me, Tommy 
and Eddie into the bar. Remember, we were 
still underage, they said no problem we will 
take care of that. I thought to myself this is 
awesome, it’s not just me! There are more 
people like me and they are good looking. 
The first guy I met at Rube’s was Walter. I 
went home with him that same night. I fell 
in love but alas it was not to go any further, 
although we did remain friends. I learned 
about the bathroom “T” room in West Park, 
we would drive “cruise” around Allentown 
looking for hookups back when you could do 
that. The city stopped that years ago when 
they put up ‘no cruising in this area from 
9pm-7am’. Then we discovered New York 
City’s legal age to drink was 18. Sometimes 
we would go into Philipsburg, NJ, either 
to Wardell’s or the Musical Bar. Atlantic 
City, NJ in the 60’s-70’s and early 80’s was 
totally crazy. By the late 60’s we had the 
Rendezvous Bar which was originally the 23 
Bar. Also The Lehi Kai, then the infamous 

Stonewall, 
gay life was 
beginning 
to thrive in 
Allentown.
SL: Was there 
a threat 
of being 
arrested/
losing your 
job/losing 
your family/
physical 
violence?
DM: As being 
arrested, 
unless you 
propositioned 
someone 
(mostly in 
the park 
bathrooms) 
you didn’t 
have to worry. 
Crackdowns 
on park 
bathrooms 
really occurred 
during election 
years. At the 
time I wasn’t 
“out” to 
anyone in my 

family. I was not “out” at work and I certainly 
was not “out” while I was in the military. That 
would have been a death sentence for me. If 
you didn’t tell them when you enlisted they 
didn’t have to know. That said there were 
individuals in the military who knew I was 
gay BUT so were they and we were always 
very discreet. I remember there were two at 
the time I thought were straight men in my 
unit. One was from Pittsburgh and the other 
was from a small town in Kentucky. I want to 
focus on the guy from Kentucky. We became 
friends in Viet Nam. I don’t want to use his 
name for personal reasons. We would eat 
together, drink together he didn’t know I 
was gay. It’s quite interesting how we finally 
hooked up. One of the things that he really 
missed was Double Bubble chewing gum. 
We could not get it where we were stationed 
in Da Nang, Viet Nam. As it happened I 
received a care package from my mother 
and there in the box was a bag of Double 
Bubble chewing gum. I told him what I had 
got and he said to me, “man I would do 
anything for a piece of that gum”. I said,” 
anything?” He said, “yes.” Well, I told him 
what I wanted. He agreed and we had a 
wonderful relationship for about 7 months. I 

Epler's Grove in Berks County
late 1960's gay gathering

Top right is Verushka first female sex change, I 
believe she was from Philadelphia

Middle group right side is a group of male 
airline stewards, I think they were USAir line

Bottom row  left side is at the Gin Mill located 
at Gordon and Jordan Sts Allentown Pa 

me shirtless dancing with Jim. sitting against 
the wall hiding his face is my late husband 
Will, this was before I met him and he was 

underage in the bar.
The first two photos were taken in

Atlantic City, NJ

Interview by Stephen Libby

Reminiscing with
Dave Moyer
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really liked him and I guess I was in love with 
him. The sex was awesome and we would 
get together several times a week ( I wrote 
to my mother and told her to keep sending 
me double bubble chewing gum!) My tour 
of duty was ending but I really wanted to 
reup just so I could be with my friend. He 
told me that I should go home and forget 
about him. What we had while in Viet Nam 
was going to stay there because when his 
time was up he was going to get out go 
back to his girlfriend get married 
and have a family. He really 
broke my heart. I will 
have those memories 
until the day I die. 
As I grow older, I 
understand the 
things we do, 
the situations 
we get into...
it’s part of 
life, I still 
have those 
feelings for 
him and I’m 
glad I do, it 
has made me 
a better person. 
SL: When did 
you noticed a 
cultural shift to 
more acceptance?
DM: That is really had to 
answer, I think that we here 
in the Lehigh Valley have been very 

fortunate that the LGBTQ+ community has 
been well accepted; we’ve had LGBTQ+ 
serve on city counsel, we have several 
LGBTQ+ business owners, we used to have 
Takeovers where we would go into straight 
bars/restaurants on a Friday evening and 
socialize with the patrons and we were well 
received. Lehigh Valley is a very diverse 
community and, for the most part, we 
support each other, even in the religious 
community.
SL: What did your straight friends and 
family think of the Stonewall/Gay Pride 
Marches that would have been on the 
evening news at the time?
DM: A lot of my straight friends have been 
to the Stonewall and loved it and a lot of my 
straight friends and family members have 
supported Lehigh Valley Pride in the past 
and they continue to support us.
SL: Describe any religious conflicts you felt 
after realizing you were gay.
DM: I could talk about this forever but I 
promise to keep it short and sweet. When I 
came out no one in my family knew about 
my life style. As I grew older religion became 
very important to me and continues even 
more so now at this stage of my life. I kept 
my sexuality to myself and to a few close 
friends. No one in my church knew about 
me. If they had found out I would have 
been stoned because that was the mindset 
of the church I was attending for several 
years. I left for personal reasons not sexual 
in nature. I turned my back on God for quite 
a few years although I felt this tugging in 
my brain and in my heart that I need to go 
back but I wasn’t ready. Fast forward to 
1997 when I found Grace Episcopal Church. 
This changed my life forever. From the first 
time I walked into that little church at the 
corner of 5th & Linden St in Allentown I have 
never left. Let me expand on this a little 

more. At this point I had been 
with my partner William for 

at least 10 years. My 
fellow parishioners 

at Grace knew 
about Will and 

I, and received 
him with open 
arms. I had 
attended 
a Diocese 
convention 
with 

approximately 
450-500 in 

attendance. 
One of the 

resolutions that was 
before the convention 

delegates was the 
ordination of women and 

individuals who identified as 
LGBTQ+. The vast majority of attendees 

were in favor of inclusions. A small portion 
were either not or still on the fence about 
the issue. I was able to stand up and speak 
in favor of the resolution and stated that as 
an out gay man in a committed relationship 
with another gay man if I had mentioned 
the fact that I was gay I would have been 
thrown out or literally stoned for my sexual 
preference. At the end of the session I 
was approached by a priest from another 
parish in the diocese who was not in favor 
of women or members of the LGBTQ+ 
community being in those positions. I was 
astounded by the fact that he congratulated 
me for my being open and coming forward 
with my sexual orientation and being in 
a committed relationship. At that point I 
realized this is the faith community I need to 
be part of.  

As I grow older, I 
understand the things we 
do, the situations we get 
into...it’s part of life, I still 
have those feelings for 

him and I’m glad I do, it 
has made me a better 

person.

Top left Terry Hill Water Park on the water 
slide: Derell Shellhammer park owner, 
Dennis Carrigan, Kitty Kieser, Gina, Nancy, 
Bobby. 
Top right me as Go-Go Boy at the Gin Mill
2nd row right photo - 1st Pride march in 
NYC ending in Central Park July 1971

If you were new to Atlantic City and didn't 
know where the gay section of the beach was, 
you just had to find the Clareridge Hotel turn 

around to the ocean and there was the gay 
beach.

Top right sometimes you could go naked on 
gay beach as long as the lifeguards didn't yell 

at you to cover up Atlantic City NJ
Bottom row right side more beefcake with the 

USAir line stewards gay beach
Atlantic City NJ
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Stephen Libby: Tell us about 
growing up LGBTQ+ in NYC. What 
was your coming out like? 
Sam Nackman: Honestly, I discovered 
my identity as a Bisexual pretty 
recently. Only about 3 or 4 years 
ago. So, I while I always knew I was 
more familiar and comfortable with 
queer friends of mine, I always just 
considered myself to be an amazing 
ally! By the time I’d come out to 
anyone, the majority of the people 
I spent time with were all seemingly 
“more queer” or at least more openly 
so than me. So, it was less of a shock 
and more of a “finally, welcome!” 
when I told them! I still struggle with 
feeling I have a legitimate place in 
the queer community because I don’t 
come across that way to most people, 
but I have incredibly supportive 
friends as well as my incredible 
partner, Henry who’s also early in the 
process of their own queer journey. 
So we’re in it together which is really 
special to me.
SL: The Book of Mormon!! What an 
amazing experience for an actor! 
How did you celebrate the news? 
Do you feel any pressure about 
the actors that have played Elder 
Cunningham before you? 
SN: Playing this role is an absolute 
dream come true, and 3 years of 
auditions in the making fo me and 
getting to travel around the country 
doing it for people who’ve never 

seen it before is something I’m 

so incredibly grateful 
for. I immediately told 
all of my close friends 
and family, drank 
champagne, and took 
my partner Henry out 
to a special dinner. I’ve 
gotten such a warm 
welcome, be it 
messages,  

or getting lunch, etc. 
from Cunninghams 
past and present 
and feel like I’ve 
been welcomed 
into a sort of 
brotherhood that 
I will always be 
a part of even 
beyond this role!
SL: What do you 
look forward to 
about your first 
national tour?
SN: Something I’ve 
looked forward to, and it’s 
already start to come to fruition, 
is all of the fantastic friendships I’ve 
made with everyone in the company. I 
couldn’t imagine 
a better group 
of people to be 
living and working 
alongside for this 
tour! 
SL: What are 
some of your 
favorite shows/
musicals and 
why?
SN: Well, my 
favorite show of 
all time is Fiddler 
on the Roof. Its 
theme of tradition 
vs progress being 
so quintessentially 

Jewish (as I am) but also being so 
universal, speaks to me so deeply. 
I’m also a big Sondheim freak, and 
my favorite work of his is a three-way 
tie between Merrily We Roll Along, 
Sweeney Todd, and West Side Story. 
No explanation necessary!
SL: What does a day off look like for 

you? 
SN: Mainly on a day off 

I’ll just be chilling out, 
vocal resting, playing 

video games or 
board games with 
everyone, both 
of which I’ve 
dedicated ample 
space to in my 
luggage! I’ll also 
do a movie night 

over FaceTime 
with my partner 

since we don’t get 
to talk as much on 

days I have a show.

SAM
NACKMAN

Hello! The actor is on the road 
to Easton’s State Theatre with 

The Book of Mormon!

By the time I’d come out to 
anyone, the majority of the 

people I spent time with 
were all seemingly “more 

queer” or at least more 
openly so than me. So, it was 
less of a shock and more of 

a “finally, welcome!” when I 
told them!

The Book of Mormon State Theatre 
7pm Easton, PA March 7-9 2023
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Stephen Libby: What does Mothé 
mean? 
Mothe: Mothé is a name that I had for 
a bit before the project. I like to stay as 
anonymous as possible, so whenever I 
didn’t want to give out my real name I 
would go by “moth” because of an old 
project I had. As time went on I kind 
of grew to like it because it felt like the 
name change gave me permission to be 
louder than I was on my own. Eventually 
I added the É to it so it would be easier 
to find me and I thought it looked nice 
visually. There are quite a few people 
named Moth it turns out. Now I feel very 
connected to it, Mothé is a name I’ve 
almost entirely adopted, I’m much more 
confident under that name.
SL:Please tell us a little bit about your 
coming out experience.
Mothe: Coming out was very, very 
slow. I didn’t have a big “here I am!” 
moment. I used to struggle to articulate 
how I felt because I grew up in Texas. 
Terms like nonbinary and genderqueer 
weren’t really crossing my path while I 
was growing up but I knew there was 
a big part of me missing. I could feel 
that I was missing a big part of my 
womanhood, and I knew that I liked 
people for who they were and that I 
was attracted to men, women, and 
every kind of person. It was something I 
stayed really quiet about because I knew 
it would be met with criticism. To be 
completely honest, music was the only 
area I felt comfortable enough to slowly 
come out in. Again, I was starting to 
gain this sense of confidence as Mothé 
and it made me brave enough to finally 
talk about it. None of my friends were 
surprised at all, they all kind of shrugged 
over it. So as I began talking about it 
in music, it slowly became a fact that 
everyone in my life accepted. That’s the 
power I found in music and in my new 
identity. Now in my personal life it’s 
hardly even thought twice about, even 
the new people I meet seem to know 
before anything is said. It took years to 
feel like I was fully out, this is honestly 
the first time in my life that people see 
me correctly. Now as an artist I try to be 
the role model that I didn’t get to have 
growing up. There weren’t many queer 
people in media, and definitely not a lot 
of dynamics in queerness, so I try to be 
as open as I can with the people who 
listen to my music because there’s still a 
big gap of people like me in the media. 
I hope I can help some people and give 

them what I didn’t have.
SL: Tell us all about your new song and 
video, Photobooth!
Mothe: Photobooth! I really love this 
song.  I was helping someone come to 
terms with their own sexuality because 
he had a crush on me and I think it was 
the first time for him. I wasn’t able to be 
with him for a lot of reasons, but it was 
someone I cared about and someone I 
still do care about, so I wanted to write 
a big sweet song about him. I got the 
impression he maybe wanted to get 
caught with me so that he would be 
forced to come out which is why I wrote 
the lyric “he wants to kiss me in the 
photobooth, like he forgot what a photo 
can do”. It’s really a love song, just not 
a love song where the two people end 
up together. It’s the kind of love where 
you actually wish the best for the other 
person. I hope one day he can live as 
loudly as he wants to. 
     When it came time to do the video, 
the story was already so set up that I 
didn’t feel like we could do anything 
other than reinforce the narration of the 
song. So the whole idea was this missed 
connection, which is why at the end of 
the video the actor playing my muse 
disappears into the night, it’s kind of 
how it felt in real life. My friend Derek 
Rathbun directed it and he and I have 
known each other forever so it was 
such a treat to work with him on such a 
personal piece. We shot it in Phoenix 
because sound stages were cheaper 
there, it was nice to take a trip out with 
a friend to do the video.
SL: I have read angry posts from 
people who feel misgendered. I 
understand that if it is hate-filled or 
purposely malicious. That would be 
like someone yelling faggot at me. 
How do you respond to people that 
innocently misgender you?
Mothe: I’ve met so many different kinds 
of people in life. I really love people 
and I find humanity really interesting to 
observe, so sometimes I’ll even seek 
out people who are challenging for me. 
When people innocently misgender 
me, I often just do my best to let it 
slide. I don’t even always correct them, 
sometimes the discomfort is a little 
too much for me. My pronouns are 
in my bio, my press releases, etc so 
I do my best to take care of it ahead 
of time, but getting misgendered is 
unfortunately just a part of this whole 

experience and I don’t think it will 
ever stop happening, so I try really 
hard to look into people’s intentions. 
Any time I get misgendered I feel very 
uncomfortable, but it’s a discomfort 
I’ve lived with my entire life so I do my 
best to inform people and be calm 
when going through that struggle. 
Everyone is different but I don’t know 
if it’s always healthy for me to react to 
it, so sometimes I don’t and I put more 
energy into remembering the people 
who love me see me through and 
through. I even get more malicious stuff 
that I choose to ignore, a lot of people 
will call me slurs or comment “you are 
a biological male” from the comfort of 
a computer keyboard, it’s not unfamiliar 
to be harassed. I try not to give it any 
attention because I believe that’s all 
they’re looking for, you can’t teach 
someone who’s only goal is to anger 
you. I just try to remember that they are 
unwell enough that they feel the need to 
harass people they’ve never met before, 
that must be its own kind of hell to live 
in. I usually do my best to forget. I only 
care about a few people’s opinions of 
me and those are the people who I give 
and receive love from.

Non-Binary Artist Mothé Discusses Video Photobooth
Interview by Stephen Libby

photo by Chiara Garland
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Stephen Libby: Dear Andrew Levitt, congratulations  on 
Hairspray!  You are already Nina West famous for being 
yourself and on RuPauls’ Drag Race. Now you are Edna 
Turnblad. Are you planning to leave any iconic roles for 
anyone else?
Andrew Levitt: Ha! Thank you so much for having me and 
allowing me the chance to chat with you! I love this question 
because it truly is iconic to be yourself, right? I am 
lucky that I had the chance to go on RuPaul’s 
Drag Race and have people all over the 
world connect to me in some way or 
another or at least have some part 
of my story resonate in some way 
with others. I am grateful that my 
authenticity showed through! And 
that really did lead me here to the 
role of Edna Turnblad, which is one 
of the greatest opportunities and 
challenges in my career. The role is 
iconic. The show is legendary. I am 
thrilled I get to put my stamp on it. 
SL: Please compare performing  as 
a well known drag queen, competing 
in an Emmy award  winning reality TV 
show and touring with the Tony winning 
Hairspray. What are some of the pros and cons 
of each?
AL: All of these worlds are vastly different but require many of 
the same things to accomplish them successfully, in my opinion. 
Whether you are doing a reality TV show, or performing as 
a drag queen, or touring the nation in a Broadway national 
tour, each requires you to show up, make the commitment, 
be prepared, focused, and ready to play. These things are 

all the culmination of a lot of work, sacrifice, drive, and 

determination. My drag career, pre-Drag Race, taught me a 
lot about discipline and seeing projects through, and those 
18 years of work before I ever stepped foot in the workroom 
of Drag Race prepared me for everything I am experiencing 
now. I am grateful to Drag Race because it opened the door 
to Hairspray and many other opportunities. 
SL: What a life you have! What is it like to come home, 

remove the make-up and clothes and just be 
Andrew? What do you like to do in your 

down time?
AL: I read A LOT. I constantly have a book 

in my hands. Constantly. So anytime I 
have a chance to relax, I love to read. 
SL: Who are some of the most iconic 
drag or non-drag performers that 
have inspired you?
AL: There are so may performers 
who I have loved who have inspired 
me, from Lady Bunny and Varla Jean 
Merman to Erica Andrews, Maya 

Douglas, Chili Pepper, Whitney Paige, 
my drag mother Virginia West – among 

many others – and then people like 
Steve Martin, Martin Short, Carol Burnett, 

Angela Lansbury, Howard Ashman, Harvey 
Fierstein, Divine, Oprah, Viola Davis, Kermit the 

Frog, Bobby Moynihan, and sooooo many others have 
inspired me.
SL: What is next for Andrew/Nina?
AL: There is so much on the horizon. I have a new children’s 
book called The You Kind of Kind coming out October 25. 
I am featured in the new movie WEIRD: The Al Yankovic 
Story, starring Daniel Radcliffe. I have some other irons in the 
fire, and cant wait to share more with you soon!

from Hairspray & RuPaul’s Drag Race Interview by Stephen Libby

Whether you are doing a reality 
TV show, or performing as a drag 

queen, or touring the nation in 
a Broadway national tour, each 
requires you to show up, make 

the commitment, be prepared, 
focused, and ready to play.

ANDREW LEVITT/NINA WEST
Hairspray State Theatre Easton 
February 18, 2 & 730pm
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Stephen Libby: As little queens did you 
ever think you would be working on 
an Emmy winning show that is really 
working to make a difference?
Eureka O’Hara: Yes and no, I’ve always 
enjoyed helping others and reminding 
people that it’s ok to be themselves. I 
always wanted to be on TV when I was a 
child, but never did I think I would be a 
part of something as big as HBO’s We’re 
Here. 
Bob the Drag Queen: The short answer is 
yes – this isn’t my first time working on an 
Emmy-award winning show that’s making 
a difference *laughs*. I’ve also always 
had really big plans and dreams for 
myself so I’m not one of the folks who’s 
like, ‘I never thought this would happen 
for me’ – I’m always like, this should have 
happened a couple years ago!
Shangela: I never dreamed of having 

an opportunity like this. As a young 
kid growing up in Paris Texas, I always 
dreamed big but never knew how amazing 
and purposeful the opportunities could 
be. I am so grateful to work on a show 
that impacts our community so positively 
and showcases the LGBTQ+ visibility and 
representation that I didn’t see growing 
up.
SL: Speaking of little queens, what was 
it like growing up LGBTQ+ for you? Do 
you have any advice for your younger 
self (or our younger readers) who are 
feeling alone or afraid to be who they 
want to be?
EO: If I had to give my younger self any 
advice, it would be to accept and love 
myself sooner in life. Also to not let 
others’ opinions of me dictate how I act 
or present myself. Living authentically, 
for me, has truly shown me what life is 

W E ' R E  H E R E
E ureka O’Hara, Bob the 

 Drag Queen & Shangela 
 discuss their inspirational  

Emmy winning HBO Max 
series, watching their little 
queen dreams come true and 
some holiday memories. 

photos courtesy of HBO Max36



all about. Be yourself to free yourself, 
Mawma! 
BtDQ: I have queer people in my family, 
and I wasn’t the first queer person in my 
family, so I had examples to look to. For 
the people listening/reading – if you’re a 
little baby queer and you are wondering 
what to do with your life or when to come 
out, it’s really different for everyone. You 
have to do what feels comfortable for 
you, you have to make sure you’re safe. 
Not everyone is in a position to come out 
tomorrow, and some people are. Kids 
are coming out younger and younger 
and that’s great – I saw young queer kids 
inviting each other to prom at school 
and thought, I can’t even imagine that 
happening when I was in school.
Shangela: I grew up in a small town 
where I didn’t see a lot of reflection of 
who I was as a gay kid. My advice to 
young readers is to never give up on 
yourself no matter how isolated you may 
feel. Your life has value and purpose. 
SL:  What is another dream you would 
like to be able to cross off your bucket 
list in the next few years?
EO: To be in a feature film. I’ve always 
dreamt of being in movies. Somebody 
send Big Mawma a script, Steven 
Spielberg where you at boo? 
BtDQ: I hope I don’t have to get to my 
‘bucket list’ this soon in my life! *laughs* 
But, I love acting, and I would like to 
do more of that. I think I would love to 
have the titular or main role in a film – 
especially one that maybe centers around 
some sort of queer icon, like maybe 
Sylvester or James Baldwin, or someone 
like that.
Shangela: I hope to continue making 

a positive impact on the LGBTQ+ and 
black and brown communities through 
my work as an entertainer. I also hope to 
write and direct new creative projects in 
order to showcase more of my talent and 
create more opportunities for others. 
SL: For S3 of We’re Here, anything 
you can tease or anything you are 
particularly proud of this season?
EO: I’m really proud that this season 
touches on several serious topics 
surrounding politics that I believe will 
make a great impact on the We’re 
Here audience. 
BtDQ: We have some really cool looks 
this season– one of my favorite looks is 
where Shangela, Eureka and I all dress 
up like some villains from a very famous 
mouse story.– Some of his friends, 
the villains, and we look really, really 
awesome. I’m really proud of those looks.
Shangela: I am most proud of the 
amazing drag kids that we get to 
highlight this season. They live in some 
of the most targeted locations in our 
country and their perseverance is in an 
inspiration for all. 
SL: This season you head to NJ, which 
is one of the states this is magazine is 
distributed in, anything you can share 
about your experience in Northern NJ?
EO: New Jersey was very interesting, 
even though it’s close to New York City 
it’s a totally different world. Although I 
did meet some resistance, I met a lot 
more people that were really fun and 
excited to meet me. All in all, New Jersey 
proved to have a lot of love, family and 
heart. 
BtDQ: I think this is going to be a really 
good episode. Shangela, Eureka and I 

actually do a number together in this 
episode that I’m really proud of. It’s 
probably the best number we’ve ever 
done together, actually.
Shangela: I encountered some of the 
most amazing people and diners along 
the east coast during my time in NJ. The 
experience with We’re Here in this area 
was unforgettable and it makes me so 
excited to return with my Fully Lit tour in 
the new year. 
SL:  Since this is our winter/
holiday issue, do you have a favorite 
Christmas, Hanukkah or Kwanzaa 
memory you would like to share? 
EO: One memory that stands out vividly 
for me, is admiring the holiday Barbies 
that my Grandmother collected. In fact, 
I paid homage to my Grandmother by 
wearing a gown inspired by the holiday 
Barbies a few years ago on RuPaul’s Holi-
slay Spectacular. 
     Probably my happiest Christmas 
memory was the last real Christmas with 
my Mom. I hosted at my house and 
the whole family was there. My sisters, 
nieces, nephews, everyone! It was the 
last Christmas that my Mom could fully 
speak and I even got her new phone. 
The love in the room that day was simply 
unmatched.
BtDQ: I do love the yuletide season in 
general, but no particular stories to share. 
If I think of something, I’ll let you know!
Shangela: My favorite holiday memories 
always include my family in Paris Texas. 
Watching my little nieces and nephews 
open their gifts or just eating my 
grandmas cooking are memories I will 
always cherish.
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A ll the flavors and comforts of lasagna, in a soup!  Enjoy this soup anytime of 
the year but  especially during the cooler months.  Makes enough to keep 
you nourished throughout  the week and it’s the perfect addition to a party 

menu.  

Check out more recipes and cooking demos at www.butterheadkitchen.com under 
the ‘media’
tab & and follow us on Insta & FB @butterhead kitchen & join us for an in-person 
or online vegan cooking class! We also host special events like business meetings, 
retreats, showers, etc.

Lasagna Soup with Butterhead Kitchen Cashew Ricotta 
prep time: 10 minutes, cook time: 30 minutes, makes 10+, 1 cup servings

THE RICOTTA
Make this first

Ingredients
● 1 ½ cups raw unsalted cashews soaked in cold water for 4-6 hours or soaked in boiling water for 25 

minutes 

Winter Recipes

Butterhead
Kitchen
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● ½ cup water 
● 2 Tbsp lemon juice (usually the juice of a 

small lemon) 
● 1 garlic clove or ½ tsp minced from a jar 
● 1 tsp onion powder
● ½ tsp salt 
● sprinkle of black pepper

Directions: 
1. Drain cashews and discard soaking water.  

Place cashews, water, lemon juice, garlic, 
onion powder, salt and pepper into a 
Nutribullet, high speed blender, etc. 

2. Blend until smooth, about 1 minute.
3. Place in a sealed container in the refrigerator.

THE SOUP

Ingredients: 
● 1 small white onion, diced (use no more than 

½ cup) 
● 3 garlic cloves or 1.5 tsp minced from a jar 
● 4 links Field roast vegan Italian Garlic & 

Fennel sausage (or plant based meat of 
choice that you’d enjoy in lasagna, or none 
at all if not into it)

● 2 tsp Italian seasoning 
● ¼ tsp red pepper flakes
● ¼ tsp black pepper 
● 10 oz can tomato paste
● 29 oz can diced tomatoes (plain or Italian 

seasoned if you can find them)
● 6 cups vegan chicken broth (make from  

Better than Bouillon NO-Chicken broth paste 
or vegetable broth is fine) 

● 1 tsp organic sugar
● 8 oz pasta of choice (we like a chunky, hearty 

pasta like cavatappi or girelle) 

Directions
1. Cook pasta by following the al dente 

directions on the package, drain, toss with 
a tiny bit of oil to prevent it from sticking 
together & set aside. (alternatively, if you 
have multiple large pasta/soup pots, you can 
cook the pasta while the soup is simmering)

2. Add diced onion & garlic to a frying pan with 
2 Tbsp of water & saute over medium heat 
for 3 minutes. 

3. While onion & garlic are sauteing, remove 
plastic from the Field Roast sausages & 
using your fingers, crumble into the onions & 
garlic. 

4. Add 2 more Tbsp of water & the Italian 
seasoning, red pepper flakes & black 
pepper.  Saute & stir frequently until sausage 
begins to brown, usually about 6-8 minutes.  
Add more water if the sausage begins to 
stick to the pan.

5. Transfer the sausage, onion & garlic blend 
to a soup pot.  Add 3 cups of the vegan 
chicken broth & the can of tomato paste 
& bring to a boil.  Stir until tomato paste 
dissolves into the broth.

6. Add the diced tomatoes & remainder of 
the vegan chicken broth.  Bring to a boil & 
add the sugar.  Stir well & then reduce to a 
simmer over low heat for at least 15 minutes. 

7. Serve with a few Tbsps of pasta & top with a 
spoonful of the ricotta. 

Check out www.butterheadkitchen.com
and follow us on Insta & FB

@butterheadkitchen for more!

+

4124 W Tilghman Street
Allentown, PA 18014

o: 610-395-4500
c: 610-462-4727
rritter@weichert.com
www.BuyAndSellWithRobRitter.com

Realtor® / Assistant Manager

Robert V. Ritter

I take great PRIDE
 in helping EVERYONE

find a place to call HOME

SRS, ABR, CMRS, SFR, Executive’s Club
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King, Spry, Herman, Freund & Faul LLC
One West Broad Street Suite 700 

Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-332-0390 • www.kingspry.com   

KingSpry Law
KingSpry’s LGBTQ-friendly legal practice 
includes adoption law, assisted reproductive 
technology law, business law, civil rights law, 
contract law, education law, employment/labor 
law, estates/trusts law, family law, landlord/tenant 
law, litigation, municipal law, name changes, 
non-profit law, public finance, and real estate law.
 

453 Northampton St., Easton, PA  
610-252-3132 . 1-800-999-STATE

www.statetheatre.org

The Hilarious Celebration of Women and The Change!®

MEN

LOVE IT

TOO!

Four women at a lingerie sale have nothing in common but a black lace bra AND memory loss, hot 
flashes, night sweats, not enough sex, too much sex and more! This joyful musical parody set to classic 

tunes from the ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘80s will have you cheering and dancing in the aisles. Feb. 3Feb. 3

Mar. 10Mar. 10 Mar. 16Mar. 16

Feb. 18Feb. 18



Stand-up comedian, actress, 
television writer, producer Judy 
Gold takes a break from her 

touring schedule to chat about personal 
highlights, being an outspoken lesbian 
comedian, her family, holiday memories 
and Rosie O’Donnell. 

Stephen Libby: Hi Judy Gold and 
congratulations on...everything you’ve 
ever done as all of it has entertained 
us immensely. What are your 
personal highlights? What are your 
personal low lights?
Judy Gold: Hi. I’m not sure I would 
congratulate myself on everything I’ve 
ever done. My personal highlight has 
been being a mother. I’ve traveled to 
incredible places, I continue to meet and 
work with some exceptional people, but 
the best part is showing my sons (Henry 
and Ben) that you can make a living and 
raise a family doing what you love. My 
favorite times are spent with my partner 
Elysa, Henry and Ben. That being said, 
it has not been easy. There have been 
hard times financially, I’ve struggled 
with anxiety and depression, and not 

to mention the state of our democracy! 
What the hell is going on here?
SL: What is the biggest perk about 
being a well known comedian?
JG: Definitely when people write to me 
or tell me how my comedy has helped 
them to come out, to heal, to get 
through difficult times. You really never 
know the impact you have on others. 
I came out onstage in 1996, and I was 
unaware of the positive effect watching 
this big, outspoken lesbian telling 

jokes about being a gay parent had on 
young LGBT people. Representation is 
everything. 
SL:  This is our holiday issue. Please 
share your memories of being a 
Jewish lesbian child and how those 
feelings have or have not changed 
over the decades. Describe the 
holidays in your house.
JG: I wouldn’t call myself a lesbian 
child. I wasn’t walking around at 7 
years old telling people I had a crush 
on Barbara Eden. Although,  I never 
wanted dolls or any girly things for 
Hanukkah. I was a Jewish child who 
grew up in an observant household. 
We would light the Hanukkah candles, 
eat latkes and jelly donuts and play 
dreidel. My  brother, sister and I would 
take turns lighting the menorah, and 
so one of us would only get to light it 
on two nights. I might recall having a 
baby tantrum about that - after all I was 
the youngest. My fondest memory is 
driving around the neighborhood with 

my father looking at the Christmas lights, 
while eating candy canes and listening 
to Christmas carols. You know all of the 
best Christmas songs were written by 
Jews. 
SL: You won a pair of Emmys for 
The Rosie O’Donnell Show. Share a 
favorite memory from those times.
JG: What a wonderful time that was. 
Here we were working on this hit 
show that took the country by storm. I 
remember always thinking how I wished 
the rest of the world knew that this 
phenomenal show was being made by a 
bunch of gays, drama nerds and misfits. 
It was a big family over there and a lot 
of us still keep in touch. And what Rosie 
did for Broadway cannot be overstated. 
SL:  You’re 6’3”. Wow! No question...
just lots of envy from this 5’7” man...
JG: I’ve shrunk. I’m only 6’2”. :(

The Hilarious Judy Gold 

December 3 • 7 & 9 pm ET
B Side Comedy Club

9 Freightway
Scarsdale, NY

January 21, 2023 8:00 pm
Sellersville Theater

24 West Temple Avenue, PO Box 
460

Sellersville, PA

January 21, 2023 8:00 pm
Sellersville Theater

24 West Temple Avenue, PO Box 
460

Sellersville, PA

February 4, 2023 8:00 pm
The Avenel 

Performing Arts Center
150 Avenel Street

Avenel, NJ

Where you can catch
JUDY ON TOUR

Photo by Justine Ungaro

. . .I was unaware of the 
positive effect watching this 
big, outspoken lesbian telling 

jokes about being a gay 
parent had on young LGBT 
people. Representation is 

everything.
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In 1962, Allentown passed an Anti-
Discrimination Ordinance, which 
protects citizens from discrimination 

in places of employment, housing, 
and public spaces based on a series 
of protected classes like age, race, 
and sex. Despite the city’s attempt 
to protect its citizens, the LGBTQ+ 
community was left out of these initial 
protections, and discrimination based 
on sexual orientation and gender 
identity continued without consequence 
within the city. Following the ordinance’s 
initial passing, LGBTQ+ activists in 
the Lehigh Valley worked to introduce 
possible amendments to the ordinance 
that would include LGBTQ+ individuals 
as a protected class. The fight to amend 
the ordinance lasted for forty years, 
which resulted in the inclusion of “sexual 
orientation” and “gender identity” 
in Allentown’s Anti-Discrimination 
Ordinance on April 2, 2002. Below, 
we share how the Lehigh Valley LGBT 
Community Archive preserves the 
story of how activists in the Lehigh 
Valley pushed amendments to the anti-
discrimination ordinance.
     One of the earliest efforts recorded 
in the archives to amend Allentown’s 

ordinance was in 1977. Le-Hi-Ho 

members Joseph Burns and Dixie White 
spoke to City Council in favor of adding 
“sexual and affectional preference” to 
Allentown’s ordinance. Although the 
Human Relations Commission ruled 
in favor of the proposed amendment, 
City Council refused to vote, and even 
forbade any further public discussion of 
the matter because of how contentious 
the issue was in the city. In response, 
activists showed up at a city council 
meeting with duct tape over their 
mouths to protest the silencing of 
the LGBTQ+ community in the wake 
of council’s denial of the proposed 
amendment. Again, in 1985, the Human 
Relations Commission proposed a 
variety of new protections, which 
included classes like “AIDS status” 
and “sexual orientation.” However, 
local politicians refused to vote on the 
matter as they claimed that they did 
not want to overreach the PA Human 
Relations Act, which did not include 
such categories at the time. However, 
some council members stated explicitly 
that they did not vote because they did 
not believe that LGBTQ+ people faced 
discrimination in Allentown. While both 
of these attempts were swept under the 
rug by the City Council, early activists 

built a foundation for future supporters 
to push for an amendment in the 1990s.
     As a way to garner support during 
the 1990s, local publications like Above 
Ground and Valley Gay Press (also 
known as Valley Free Press) circulated 
calls for stories from LGBTQ+ people 
about instances where discrimination 
was experienced. Because those who 
previously opposed the amendment 
in Allentown believed that LGBTQ+ 
individuals did not face discrimination, 
it was important for publications to 
provide a platform for these stories to 
get shared, while also demonstrating a 
need for protections within the Lehigh 
Valley. Many people shared stories 
about losing jobs or facing eviction due 
to homophobia and transphobia. With 
some stories even getting circulation 
from mainstream outlets like the 
regional newspaper The Morning Call, 
the discrimination that the LBGTQ+ 
community faced locally became more 
visible, which created awareness about 
the need for civic legislation to protect 
LGBTQ+ people.
     The efforts above to solicit stories 
of discrimination were spearheaded 
by local activist groups such as the 
Pennsylvania Gay and Lesbian Alliance 

The Fight for Rights
researched and written by Yasmin Dasilva & Chloe Lecy

1. Joe Burns (center) at the PA Rural Gay Caucus at Philadelphia Gay Pride Parade. Photo by Bari Weaver, 1976, located in 
Dickinson College Archives and Special Collections. 
2. (L-R) Patricia Sullivan, Liz Bradbury, and Steve Black at the Allentown Human Relations Commission awards ceremony 
awarding Liz Bradbury. Photo provided by Liz Bradbury, October 1998. 
3. Gail Hoover campaign celebration. Photo by Stephen Libby, Valley Free Press Volume 5 Number 1, 2002. 
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(PA-GALA) to reach local residents and 
lobby for LGBTQ+ rights. PA-GALA 
was founded in 1996 to better reach 
voters in Eastern Pennsylvania by local 
activists, including Liz Bradbury, Patricia 
Sullivan, and Steve Black. While the 
major focus of this organization each 
year was to produce voters guides that 
informed recipients about candidates 
from eastern PA and their stances on 
issues that matter to LGBTQ+ people, 
PA-GALA also was involved actively 
in the fight to amend the Allentown 
ordinance both by reporting 
info on council candidates 
stances and by lobbying 
council members.    
     In 1998, Felix Molina, the 
Chair of the Human Relations 
Commission, announced 
that the Commission wanted 
to amend the ordinance, 
but didn’t receive enough 
support from the City Council. 
In response, PA-GALA 
gathered over 100 signatures 
(out of the necessary 35) 
to compel City Council 
to host a public council 
meeting on the potential 
amendment. Then, organizers invited 
locals to share their personal stories 
of discrimination at the meeting, even 
creating flyers with talking points to 
help nervous speakers direct their 
opinions to the City Council. Buttons 
made and distributed by PA-GALA 
adorned meeting attendees to visually 
signal their support for the amendment. 
Many community members spoke in 
favor of the ordinance at this important 
meeting, which concluded when Patricia 
Sullivan called on everyone in the room 
to raise their hands if they supported 
the amendment; it was reported by 
the Morning Call that around two 
hundred raised arms immediately filled 
the room, to the surprise of the City 
Council. Although the ordinance was 

not immediately amended, this council 
meeting galvanized organizers to 
continue the fight.
     In attempts to change City Council 
itself, PA-GALA was interested in both 
keeping homophic candidates off of the 
council while simultaneously supporting 
candidates who would in turn support 
the amendment once it came to a 
vote in the council. In a tale of deceit, 
potential candidate Mary Cramsey ran 
for a City Council position in 1999, 
stating that she would support the 

amendment if it came to a vote. Alerted 
by Allentown residents, however, PA-
GALA unearthed a homophic statement 
from Cramsey in a local anti-LGBTQ+ 
organization’s newsletter in which she 
stated that she would not support the 
amendment. PA-GALA was quick to 
warn Allentown voters of Cramsey’s 
deception, which contributed to her 
losing the election.
     On the flip side, PA-GALA worked 
to get pro-LGBTQ+ candidates on the 
City Council so that they could support 
the amendment. In the 2001 election for 
City Council membership, Gail Hoover 
and Julio Guridy both reported that 
they would support the Allentown Anti-
Discrimination Ordinance amendment. 
So, PA-GALA supported them through 

their Voter’s Guides and public outreach 
programs. Hoover and Guridy both 
won seats on the council with support 
from pro-LGBTQ+ voters; Mayor Roy 
Afflerbach also received support from 
PA-GALA and went on to win the 
mayoral position. PA-GALA pointed to 
the number of votes each candidate 
received and emphasized the power 
of a collective pro-LGBTQ+ vote that 
worked towards expanding rights.
     Following their election and 
alongside other City Council members 

such as Martin Velazquez, 
Tom Burke, and David 
Howells Sr., the Allentown 
City Council voted 5-2 to 
pass the Anti-Discrimination 
Ordinance amendment 
in 2002. After decades of 
organizing, the LGBTQ+ 
community in Allentown 
would be protected under 
the revised anti-discrimination 
ordinance. However, as 
the community rejoiced, it 
quickly became apparent 
that the amendment would 
not go unchallenged; 
homophobic and transphobic 

backlash arose and threatened the 
hard work of pro-LGBTQ+ activists – 
but that’s a longer story than we have 
time for here. Activists were ultimately 
successful in countering petitions and 
lawsuits to overturn the amendment to 
the ordinance. Today, LGBTQ+ people 
are still protected under the ordinance 
thanks to the hard work and tenacity of 
our elders.
     If you are interested in learning more 
about the fight to amend Allentown’s 
anti-discrimination ordinance, please 
join us at the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT 
Community Center in February of 2023 
for an exhibition, featuring archival 
materials from the Lehigh Valley LGBT 
Community Archive.  

5. Pride banner atop Valley Gay Press publication. Valley Gay Press, Volume 9, Number 6, July 2006.

4. Allentown City Council members pass amendment in April 
2002 . Valley Free Press, Volume 5 Number 4, May 2002.
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It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like the Apocalypse, Everywhere I Go...
by Brian Wendt

 
It’s that time of year, kids! 

Leave cookies out for the jolly intruder! 
Put an expensive Burberry hat on a frozen puddle of a man! 

Celebrate another fucking birthday of some fucking Capricorn who is (typically) an eternal infant. 
Let’s make promises to ourselves when a new year begins but fuck the lies we tell ourselves the 

other 364 days! 

For a cynic, this is the worst time of year. Between the religious relevance for this atheist, and 
the commercialization for this broke bitch - this holiday is one I want to skip. Yeah, the carols are 

catchy and I can harmonize the fuck out of Stevie’s Silent Night, but overall this holiday is just not 
for me. The reason? Winter.

“and summer became the fall, I was not ready for the winter” - stevie nicks 

I’m not a fan of the winter months. My seasonal depression comes full throttle, I sleep long and 
often, and I anxiously await daylight only to have bitter cold winds slap my face like a leather daddy. 
It is then I retreat to the indoors waiting for the first sign of spring. The reds and greens make me 
long for Freddy Krueger and the fall season, and the sleigh bells make me think of the ice cream 

truck in the summer, and the partridge in the pear tree makes me long for Keith Partridge.

This is so typically me. Never satisfied for the moment. In the summer I want the fall, in the fall I 
want the spring. When it’s winter, I want anything else. This can also be applied to my relationship 
status, but that’s a story for another time. The fact is - I’m never satisfied. There is always this 
longing for something different than what I have. My therapist agreed, so I changed him out as 

well. Bye, bitch know-it-all.

I do envy people who find joy this season with sledding, caroling, and ice skating. But, this cold 
keeps me Scrooge. Maybe three wise men will visit me while I’m asleep and I’ll lead a sleigh with my 
big red nose and find the true meaning of Christmas. The closest I’ll get is three guys surrounding 

me in a harness while wearing a ball gag while I find the true meaning of pain. I much prefer hot and 
wet than cold and wet. It’s just who I am as a person.

For the hell of it, I’m making a Christmas list.  Not necessarily for Christmas, but it’s a “I Want” list.
“even a glamourous bitch can be in need” - tori amos 

 
1: Free health care for everyone 

2: Reasonable costs for dental work, auto repairs, and cigarettes 
3: Roe vs. Wade overturn to be overturned 

4: World peace (I’m not being sarcastic - this is legit) 
5: Girth Brooks (and no, this is not misspelled - google him NSFW!!!) 

 
Happy Holidays readers!
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FREE STD exam, diagnosis, 
education and treatment.

Ask us about PrEP!

Thursdays 1 – 4 PM  
No appointment needed – 

Walk-ins welcome

St. Luke’s Easton STD Clinic 

For appointment, call 484-503-8008

100 N. 3rd Street, 2nd Floor  
Easton, PA 18042

Give Yourself a Gift

Know Your Status



Prevent HIV
by getting PrEP
without leaving
your home.
TelePrEP is affordable,
accessible, and discreet.

Visit NovusACS.com for more information about
PrEP and TelePrEP's convenient home delivery.


